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Message from the Chairman of the
IGS Governing Board
Dear Colleagues,
Fifty-seven years since the dawn of the space age, rapid development of
satellite technology and uses has yielded countless satellite-dependent
applications – perhaps the most famous of which is global navigation.
The first GPS test satellite, NTS-1, launched the first atomic clocks
into orbit, and broadcast the first PRN signals. GPS grew rapidly in
the following years – followed closely by GLONASS. This rapid growth
quickly supplemented, and eventually replaced, classical approaches to
navigation, positioning, and time keeping.
Beginning in the late 1980s, GPS started to play a major role in regional
and global studies of Earth. Forward-thinking individuals promoted the
development of a service to pool GPS-related resources for supporting
the scientific community, and from this concept, the IGS was born under
the aegis of the International Association of Geodesy (IAG).
The IGS developed rapidly as a service of the IAG. The IGS tracking
network grew from some 30 stations to well above 400 today, with
orbits improving from a level of a few decimeters to a few centimeters
– accelerated by friendly competition among the Analysis Centers. From
the beginning, IGS products supported the realization of the terrestrial
reference frame and monitoring of Earth rotation. The product suite
then expanded from final to rapid and ultra-rapid products, and was
complemented by clock and atmosphere products.
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From the beginning, IGS data and products have been and continue
to be openly available and free of charge; with IGS standards playing
a critical role in advancing the scientific community as well as GNSS
equipment manufacturing and design. Today, the IGS product suite
has expanded to a Real-Time Service issuing orbit and clock real-time
streams, as well as experimental products from the new satellite
constellations via the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX).
This workshop was a forum to look back to the impressive achievements
of the IGS in the last twenty years, to determine the status of the IGS
today, and to discuss the steps for the next twenty years in fruitful
technical, organizational and strategic discussions. This story of success
should not conceal the challenges that pave the future path of the IGS.
The transition of the IGS into a truly multi-GNSS service requires a
huge joint effort involving all components of the IGS. Ensuring a stable
network and expanding into new regions – Africa, China, Siberia – is
indispensable for the central role that IGS plays in the realization of and
access to a long-term stable International Terrestrial Reference Frame.
Real-time products must continue to monitor changes in the Earth
system as they happen and provide independent system monitoring
capabilities. Further expansion and refinement of IGS products will be
realized in a collaborative effort of the IAG Services, facilitated by the
Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS).
Today, more than 240 organizations and institutions contribute to the
IGS, and a vast geodetic community uses the IGS products for an
ever-expanding array of applications. Progressing forward with this
future path requires ongoing incorporation of enthusiastic new minds
from all parts of the world joining resources within the IGS, as well as
sustainable funding sources to ensure that the IGS continues to push
the cutting edge of GNSS technology.
The 20th anniversary IGS Workshop has demonstrated that with
constructive collaboration, the IGS has accomplished what no single
entity could do alone. As we move into the third decade of this service,
we reflect upon the dedication of those who built the foundations of the
IGS, and look forward to the achievements yet to come.

Urs Hugentobler
Chair, IGS Governing Board

23-27 June 2014, Pasadena, California, USA
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Message from the Director of the
IGS Central Bureau
Dear Workshop Attendee,
Thank you for participating in the IGS Workshop 2014, held on the campus
of the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) in Pasadena, California,
USA. This special twentieth anniversary workshop was hosted by the IGS
Central Bureau, with support from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) and Caltech.
The week-long workshop featured plenary presentations and posters
presented by our colleagues from around the world – illustrating how the
IGS is truly an international organization serving science, engineering, and
society in general.
The local organizing committee was led by Ruth Neilan (JPL) and Steve
Fisher (JPL), with support from members of the IGS Central Bureau. The
scientific program committee was led by Rolf Dach (AIUB), Shailen Desai
(JPL), and Andrzej Krankowski (UWM).
In addition to plenary and poster presentations, we were able to celebrate
twenty years of service with a special Anniversary Colloquium. This event
featured many of our colleagues reflecting on various points in IGS history,
as well as their own thoughts on the future of the IGS and geodesy.
All plenary session presentations were videorecorded, and are available to
view on the “Presents” section of the IGS website: www.igs.org/presents.
All presentations and posters are available in PDF format for download
from the IGS website, as well.
Thank you for attending, and we look forward to seeing you again in 2016!

Ruth Neilan
IGS Central Bureau Director
Head of the Local Organizing Committee
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Message from the President of the
International Association of Geodesy
Dear Colleagues,
The IGS Workshop “Celebrating 20 Years of Service”, held 23-27 June 2014,
was special in a number of ways. We had an opportunity to reflect on our
many achievements, to remind ourselves of where we’ve come from, and
to of course track the improvements in our products. The IGS strives for excellence, and the “secret sauce” is the unique characteristics of the IGS, a
special blend of competitiveness and cooperation. Many other service providers gaze enviously on how the IGS – a federation of many organizations,
large and small, operating with little central control – has evolved to where
today it is the acknowledged “GNSS experts”, a trusted (and independent)
service generating high quality products in support of an ever growing list
of scientific and societal applications.
The Workshop was also an opportunity to ponder – and prepare the IGS
for – a future where both the expectations of users and the GNSS technology are changing rapidly. The IGS is preparing to transition to a multi-GNSS
service, with an upgrade of the tracking network, production of test products, and the refinement of standards and practices. Furthermore, as the
products of the Real Time Service are adopted by more and more users,
this important activity will put pressure on all components of the IGS. There
is no doubt that the IGS faces challenges, but there are also opportunities, and I am confident that the IGS will address the challenges and, as a
result, grasp the opportunities in a world demanding high quality, real time,
multi-constellation GNSS products. After all, if the past is a guide, the IGS
will not only overcome these challenges, but will continue to “raise the
bar” in service quality.
As far as the IAG is concerned, the IGS is a First Class Service. The IGS is a
vital constituent service of the Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS).
GNSS is an extraordinary technology that is central to many geodetic and
geospatial activities, such as precise orbit determination of many spacecraft, precise positioning for a wide range of users, georeferencing of
mapping systems on a variety of platforms, atmospheric sounding, precise timing, the realization of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame
(ITRF), as well as providing access to it, and more.
I am confident that the IGS will continue to deliver today’s core products to
science and society, but will also develop new products for a multi-GNSS
world in which positioning will play an ever more important role.

Chris Rizos
President of the International Association of Geodesy

23-27 June 2014, Pasadena, California, USA
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About the IGS
A voluntary federation
of over 200 self-funding
agencies, universities, and
research institutions in
more than 100 countries;
working together to provide
the highest precision GPS
satellite orbits in the world
Providing free and open
access to the highest
precision products available
for scientific advancement
and public benefit. These
products support a wide
variety of applications that
touch millions of users in
virtually all segments of the
global economy.
Producing products that
support realization of the
International Terrestrial
Reference Frame while
providing access to tracking
data from over 400
worldwide reference stations
Working for the continuous
development of new
applications and products
through Working Groups
and Pilot Projects
Supporting geodetic
research and scholarly
publications
Functioning as a component
of the Global Geodetic
Observing System (GGOS)
and member of the World
Data System (WDS), with
sponsorship from NASA
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Service Mission

“The International GNSS Service provides the highest
quality GNSS data, products, and services in support of
the terrestrial reference frame; Earth observations and
research; positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT); and
other applications that benefit the scientific community
and society”

- IGS Mission

Organizational Values
Fundamental to the IGS are key values that are shared across the
organization, these are:

Advocacy of an open data policy, with data and products
openly available,
Welcome contributions from and participation with all
organizations,
Effective reliability through redundancy of IGS
components,
Technical evolution through “friendly competition”,
Dedicated engagement with policy entities to raise
mutual awareness of IGS and geodesy in general.

Benefits

The International GNSS Service (IGS) has ensured
open access, high-quality GNSS data products since
1994. These products enable access to the definitive
global reference frame for scientific, educational,
and commercial applications – a tremendous benefit
to the public, and key support element for scientific
advancements.
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About the IGS
Products
The IGS, as a component of the Global Geodetic Observing System,
operates a global network of GNSS ground stations, data centers, and
data analysis centers to provide data and derived data products that
are essential for Earth science research; multi-disciplinary positioning,
navigation, and timing (PNT) applications; and education. The IGS
Reference Frame Coordinator determines tracking site coordinates
and velocities in the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF),
and organizes the IGS contribution to ITRF.
The IGS Network

IGS Products:

GNSS satellite ephemerides
Earth rotation parameters
Global tracking station
coordinates and velocities

The foundation of the IGS is a global network of over 400
permanent, continuously operating, geodetic quality stations
tracking GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS, and SBAS.

Satellite and tracking station
clock information

Station data is archived at four IGS Global Data Centers and multiple
Regional Data Centers. Analysis Centers regularly process the data
and contribute products to the Analysis Center Coordinator, who
produces the official IGS combined products. The Central Bureau is
responsible for day-to-day management of the IGS, following policies
set by the IGS International Governing Board.

Zenith tropospheric path
delay estimates

IGS and the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF)
The IGS contributes to, extends, and densifies the International
Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF). The ITRF provides an accurate
and consistent frame, or datum, for referencing positions at different
times and in different locations around the world. The IGS realization
of ITRF, which extends the number of stations significantly, makes the
reference frame easily accessible.
In particular, the accuracies of IGS products are sufficient for the
improvement and extension of the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF), the monitoring of solid Earth deformations, the
monitoring of Earth rotation and variations in the liquid Earth (sea
level, ice-sheets, etc.), for scientific satellite orbit determinations,
ionosphere monitoring, and recovery of precipitable water vapor
measurements.
Components of the IGS
IGS components are key operational elements of the organization.
Components include entities such as Data and Analysis Centers,
which ensure the highest quality products available; the Central
Bureau, which administers the day-to-day management of the IGS;
the Governing Board and Associate Members, who sustain the
organization through their efforts; as well as Pilot Projects and Working
Groups, which continuously drive the organization forward.
23-27 June 2014, Pasadena, California, USA

Global ionosphere maps
These products support
Earth science analyses and
other efforts, such as:
Improving and extending
the International Terrestrial
Reference Frame (ITRF)
maintained by the
International Earth Rotation
and Reference Systems
Service (IERS),
Monitoring deformation and
rotation of the Earth,
Monitoring the troposphere
and ionosphere,
Determining orbits of
scientific satellites,
and other diverse
applications.
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IGS Components
Station-Operating Agencies

Other Product Coordinators

Governing Board (GB)

– manage the IGS stations
according to the IGS Site
Guidelines and transmit the data to
IGS Data Centers

– combine AC submissions to form
IGS products such as timescale,
reference frame, or atmospheric
products.

– the international body which sets
policy and direction for the IGS.
Some positions are elected and
others are appointed.

Analysis Centers (ACs)

Data Centers (DCs)

Pilot Projects (PPs)

– analyze the IGS station data to
form submissions to IGS products
such as orbits, clocks, and station
positions

– archive and provide open access
to IGS data and products

– work on a particular topic related
to the IGS components

Analysis Center Coordinator (ACC)

Central Bureau (CB)

Working Groups (WGs)

– combines the ACs’ submissions
to form the “classic” IGS products
(GPS orbits, clocks)

– overall coordination and day-today management of the IGS, and
this information system

– work on a particular topic related
to the IGS components

Associate Analysis Centers (AACs)

Associate Members

Infrastructure Committee (IC)

– produce specialized or derived
products, such as ionospheric or
tropospheric products, regional
position/velocity products, or global
coordinate/velocity covariance
information.

– persons affiliated with
contributing organizations who
spend the majority of their time on
work that contributes to the IGS.
The associate members are the
electorate body of the IGS.

– a permanent body established to
ensure that the data requirements
for the highest quality GNSS
products are fully satisfied while
also anticipating future needs and
evolving circumstances.
Contributing Organizations
– any agency or entity that
participates in at least one of the
above-mentioned components.
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IGS Working Groups, Pilot Projects, MGEX and RTS
The IGS classic product set of
satellite orbits, clocks, Earth
rotation parameters, and station
positions is augmented by newer
products developed within IGS
Working Groups (WG) and Pilot
Projects (PP).
Pilot Projects aim at developing a
new product using data from the
IGS network, and Working Groups
work on a particular topic related
to the IGS components.
Current IGS Working Groups and
Pilot Projects:
Antenna WG
Bias and Calibration WG
Clock Products WG
Data Center WG
Multi-GNSS WG
Ionosphere WG
Real-Time WG and PP
Reference Frame WG
RINEX WG
Space Vehicle Orbit Dynamics WG
Tide Gauge (TIGA) PP
Troposphere WG

MGEX - The Multi-GNSS
Experiment
The Multi-GNSS Experiment
(MGEX) has been set-up by the
IGS to track, collate and analyze
all available GNSS signals. This
includes signals from the BeiDou,
Galileo and QZSS systems, as
well as from modernized GPS
and GLONASS satellites and any
space-based augmentation system
(SBAS) of interest.
Analysis centers will attempt to
estimate inter-system calibration
biases, compare equipment
performance and further develop
processing software capable
of handling multiple GNSS
observation data.
For more information about MGEX,
including news, constellation
status, network and station
information, data holdings, realtime data, and products, please
visit: http://igs.org/mgex

IGS Real-time Service (RTS)
The International GNSS Service
(IGS) Real-time Service is a
GNSS orbit and clock correction
service that enables Precise Point
Positioning (PPP) at worldwide
scales.
The RTS products enable
applications such as scientific
testing, geophysical monitoring,
hazard detection and warning,
weather forecasting, time
synchronization, GNSS
constellation monitoring, imagery
control and many other publicbenefit applications.
For more information about RTS,
including user access registration,
please visit: http://rts.igs.org

Former Pilot Projects include the
International GLONASS Service
(IGLOS-PP), from 200 to 2005;
and Tide Gauge (TIGA), from 2001
to 2010. The Low Earth Orbiters
(LEO) Working Group was active
from 2002 to 2010.

23-27 June 2014, Pasadena, California, USA
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IGS Organizational Affiliations

Central Bureau Sponsor
The Central Bureau is sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) and managed for NASA by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology in Pasadena,
California, USA.

Organizational Affiliations
Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS)
GGOS works with the IAG components to provide the geodetic
infrastructure necessary for monitoring the Earth system and for global
change research. It provides observations of the three fundamental
geodetic observables and their variations, that is, the Earth’s shape, the
Earth’s gravity field and the Earth’s rotational motion.
International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
The IAG is a scientific organization that promotes scientific cooperation
and research in geodesy on a global scale, and contributes to it through
its various research bodies. It is an active member of the International
Association of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) which itself is a member
of the International Council for Science (ICSU).
ICSU World Data System (WDS)
The IGS was accepted as a Network Member organization of the WDS
in January 2014. As a Network Member, the IGS represents groups of
Regular Members by serving as a coordinating agent across nodes that
have common characteristics and mostly common disciplines.
The ICSU World Data System (WDS) aims at a transition from existing
stand-alone services to a common globally interoperable distributed
data system that incorporates emerging technologies and new scientific
data activities. WDS strives to become a world-wide ‘community of
excellence’ providing trusted data services for global science with
searchable common data directories and catalogues, which ensures the
long-term stewardship and provision of quality-assessed data and data
services.
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IGS 2014 Workshop Venue – California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, California, United States of America
Registration and plenary sessions
took place at Ramo Auditorium,
located in Baxter Hall
(building number 77 on the map)

Poster presentations took place in
the Dabney Lounge, Wednesday
and Thursday
(building number 40 on the map)

The Anniversary Colloquium took
place in the Dabney Gardens on
Thursday evening, 17:30-19:30.
(building number 40 on the map)

23-27 June 2014, Pasadena, California, USA
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Workshop Agenda: Monday, 23 June
Plenary PY01: Welcome

Ramo Auditorium

Shailen Desai, Chair
IGS Governing Board Member and
Analysis Center Representative
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
United States
09:00-09:05
		

A. Craddock, Local Organizing Committee Member
Local Organizing Committee Welcome and Workshop Logistics

09:05-09:20
		

L. James, Deputy Director of the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Official Welcome from JPL

09:20-09:35
		

J. Labrecque, Former sponsor of IGS Central Bureau and NASA Global GNSS Network
Welcome from NASA and NASA’s role with the IGS

09:35-09:55
		

U. Hugentobler, IGS Governing Board Chair
An Exciting and Challenging Future after Twenty Years of Service

09:55-10:15
		

T. Springer, IGS Governing Board Executive Committee Member
Status of IGS products

10:15-10:30
		

C. Rizos, President of the International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
The IGS: A First Class IAG Service

Plenary PY02: Celebrating 20 Years of Operational IGS Service: A
review of the past 20 years of achievements, discussion of the relation of
IGS to IAG and other organizations, and a look into the future.
Ruth Neilan, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member and
Central Bureau Director
NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
United States

Markus Rothacher, Co-Chair
Former IGS Governing Board Member
GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam
Germany

11:00-11:20
		

I. Mueller
Planning the IGS

11:20-11:40
		

G. Beutler
The International GNSS Service: Development since 1991

11:40-12:00
		

M. Rothacher
Science Applications enabled by the IGS/GGOS

12:00-12:20
		

O. Montenbruck
Preparing for the Future - The IGS in a Multi-GNSS World

12:20-12:30
		

R. Neilan
Day–to-day with the IGS

23-27 June 2014, Pasadena, California, USA
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Workshop Agenda: Monday, 23 June
Plenary PY03: IGS Real-Time Service on the way to FOC: status of the
IGS real-time service, on the way to FOC
Mark Caissy, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member
Natural Resources Canada
Canada

Ramo Auditorium

Loukis Agrotis, Co-Chair
IGS Associate Member
Symban Ltd.
United Kingdom

14:00-14:15
		

M. Caissy and L. Agrotis
IGS-RTS Status Update

14:15-14:30
		

Gerhard Wübbena et al.
PPP with Ambiguity Resolution (AR) using RTCM-SSR

14:30-14:45
		

M. Fritsche et al.
GNSS real-time developments at GFZ

14:45-15:00
		

R. Pacione and W. Söhne
Exploitation of IGS Real-Time Products for Tropospheric Monitoring

15:00-15:15 M. Hernandez Pajares et al.
		
Real-time global electron content determination thanks to the RT-IGS global network 		
		datastreams
15:15-15:30
		

Y. Bock et al.
Real-time GNSS for natural hazards: Early warning and monitoring systems

Monday Splinter Sessions
16:00-17:30 Real-Time Splinter Session 			
Arms 155 (Sharp Lecture Hall)
		(Chair: L. Agrotis)
			
		
		
Orbit Modeling Splinter Session 		
Guggenheim 101 (Lees Kubota Lecture Hall)
		(Chair: M. Ziebart)
		
		
Bias and Calibration Splinter Session
Noyes 147
		(Chair: S. Schaer)

Icebreaker Reception
19:00-21:00
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Workshop Agenda: Tuesday, 24 June
Plenary PY04: Reprocessing and Reference Frame: Reports on IGS
repro02 effort, analysis of results related to ITRF2013, and other content
related to analysis center, reprocessing, and reference frame working
groups.
Paul Rebischung, Chair
IGS Associate Member
Institut National de l’Information
Géographique et Forestière
France
09:00-09:15
		

Z. Deng et al.
IGS 2nd Reprocessing at GFZ

09:15-09:30
		

S. Loyer et al.
Time Variable Gravity in GRGS REPRO2 solution

09:30-09:45
		

T. Springer et al.
ESA Reprocessing: Advances in GNSS analysis

09:45-10:00
		

S. Lutz et al.
GNSS orbits and ERPs from CODE’s repro2 solutions

10:00-10:15
		

Z. Altamimi et al.
ITRF2013: IGS contribution and early results

Ramo Auditorium

10:15-10:30 J. Weiss et al.
		
Terrestrial Reference Frame from Combined Precise Orbit Determination of GPS, GRACE, and
		LAGEOS

Plenary PY05: Orbit and Modeling Effects in IGS Products: modeling
issues in the repro02 and operational products will be discussed, in
addition to other content related to the reference frame and orbit
modeling working groups.
Tim Springer, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member
and Analysis Center Representative
ESA/European Space Operations Centre
Germany

Ramo Auditorium

Marek Ziebart, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member and Satellite
Vehicle Orbit Dynamics Working Group Chair
University College London
United Kingdom

11:00-11:30
		

G. Beutler
Modeling and estimating the orbits of GNSS: Key principles in history and future

11:30-12:00
		

J. Weiss et al.
Orbit and Attitude Modeling at the JPL Analysis Center

12:00-12:30
		

R. Dach et al.
Estimating the geocenter from GNSS data
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Workshop Agenda: Tuesday, 24 June
Plenary PY06: Infrastructure, Formats, and Calibration: content
related to the infrastructure committee, as well as the data center,
antenna, and RINEX working groups
Ignacio Romero, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member
and Infrastructure Committee Chair
ESA/European Space Operations Centre
Germany

Ramo Auditorium

Ralf Schmid, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member and Antenna
Working Group Chair
Deutsches Geodätisches Forschungsinstitut
Germany

14:00-14:15
		

I. Rodriguez Perez et al.
Calibrating GNSS Satellite Antenna Group-Delay Variations using space and ground receivers

14:15-14:30
		

K. MacLeod et al.
RINEX Working Group Report

14:30-14:45
		

C. Noll et al.
IGS Data Centers Status and Progress

14:45-15:00
		

N. Romero
IGS Infrastructure Status

15:00-15:15 G. Mader and A. Billich
		
Experimental Results from “BigAnt”, a Large Format Antenna for High Quality Geodetic
		Ground Stations
15:15-15:30
		
		

F. Blume et al.
Stability of GNSS Monumentation: Analysis of Co-Located Monuments in the UNAVCO
Plate Boundary Observatory

Tuesday Splinter Sessions
16:00-17:30 Analysis Center, Reference Frame, and Clock Splinter Session Arms 155 (Sharp Lecture Hall)
		(Chair: P. Rebischung) 		
		
		
Ionosphere Splinter Session			
Guggenheim 101 (Lees Kubota Lecture Hall)
		(Chair: A. Krankowski)
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Workshop Agenda: Wednesday, 25 June
Plenary PY07: Progress and Development of MGEX: reports on IGSMGEX; status of the network, solutions, and challenges; as well as other
content related to the MGEX working group and analysis centers
Oliver Montenbruck, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member
and Multi-GNSS Working Group Chair
Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt
Germany
09:00-09:10
		

O. Montenbruck
The IGS Multi-GNSS Experiment - Introduction

09:10-09:25
		

A. Rülke et al.
MGEX Network and observation data

09:25-09:45
		

L. Prange et al.
Orbit and Clock Determination - Galileo

09:45-10:00
		

Steigenberger et al.
Orbit and Clock Determination - QZSS

10:00-10:15
		

Z. Deng et al.
Orbit and Clock Determination – BeiDou

Ramo Auditorium

Felix Perosanz, Co-Chair
IGS Associate Member
Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales
France

10:15-10:30 O. Montenbruck and T. Springer
		Multi-GNSS Biases

Poster Session 1

Dabney Lounge

11:00-12:30
PS01 - Analysis Centers
		Co-Chairs: T. Springer and R. Dach
PS04 - Data Centers
		Chair: C. Noll
PS08 - Infrastructure and Formats
		Co-Chairs: I. Romero and K. MacLeod
PS09 - Impact of IGS Products on Science, Geodetic Infrastructure and Other Applications
		Chair: C. Meertens
PS10 - New Research and Ongoing Questions in Satellite Orbit Modeling
		Chair: M. Ziebart
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Workshop Agenda: Wednesday, 25 June
Poster Session 2

Dabney Lounge

14:00-15:30
PS02 - Antenna Calibration
		Chair: R. Schmid
PS05 - Estimation and Application of GNSS-based Troposphere Delay
		Chair: C. Hackman
PS11 - Progress and Development of MGEX
		Chair: O. Montenbruck
PS12 - Real Time Service
		Co-Chairs: L. Agrotis and M. Caissy

Wednesday Splinter Sessions
16:00-17:30 MGEX Splinter Session 			
		(Chair: O. Montenbruck)
		
		
Infrastructure Splinter Session
		(Chair: I. Romero)
		
		
Troposphere Splinter Session 		
		
(Chair: C. Hackman)

Workshop Dinner

Arms 155 (Sharp Lecture Hall)
Guggenheim 101 (Lees Kubota Lecture Hall)
Noyes 147

Noor Banquet Hall

19:00-21:00
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Workshop Agenda: Thursday, 26 June
Plenary PY08: Ionosphere Modeling and Related GNSS Biases:
covering the status of the ionosphere modeling within the IGS and
potential development, reports on GNSS bias modeling in the frame of
ionosphere processing and multi-GNSS processing in general. Other
content related to the ionosphere and bias/calibration working groups will
be presented.
Andrzej Krankowski, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member and Ionosphere
Working Group Chair
University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn
Poland

Ramo Auditorium

Stefan Schaer, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member and Calibration
and Bias Working Group Chair
Federal Office of Topography
Switzerland

09:00-09:15 A. Krankowski and I. Cherniak
		
Current and future IGS Iono WG activities, new IGS iono product – monitoring
		of TEC fluctuations
09:15-09:30
		

H. Rothkaehl at al.
The multi instrument radio diagnostics as a new tool for improved the GNSS services

09:30-09:45
		

B. Nava and S. M. Radicella
The NeQuick model: characteristics and uses

09:45-10:10
		

S. Schaer
Biases Relevant to GPS and GLONASS Data Processing

10:10-10:30
		

O. Montenbruck et al.
Differential Code Bias Estimation for New Signals and Constellations
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Workshop Agenda: Thursday, 26 June
Plenary PY09: 9A - GNSS-derived Troposphere Delays and
9B - Applications of IGS Products for Geodesy and Geophysics
Research presentations on the status of the troposphere modeling
within the IGS and potential future development, as well as other relevant
applications
Christine Hackman, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member
and Troposphere Working Group Chair
United States Naval Observatory
United States

Ramo Auditorium

Charles Meertens, Co-Chair
IGS Governing Board Member
UNAVCO
United States

11:00-11:05
		

C.Hackman
2-5 min very short introduction on IGS tropo products/activities.

11:05-11:20
		
		

J. Dousa et al.
Development towards inter-technique tropospheric parameter comparisons
and their exploitation

11:20-11:35
		
		

J. Wang et al.
Global Water Vapor Trend and its Diurnal Asymmetry during 1995-2011 Based on GPS,
Radiosonde and Microwave Satellite Measurements

11:35-11:50
		
		

G. Guerova et al.
COST Action ES1206: Advanced GNSS Tropospheric Products for Monitoring
Severe Weather Events and Climate (GNSS4SWEC)

11:50-12:10
		

G. Blewitt et al.
Detecting topological dark matter with GNSS

12:10-12:30
		
		

M. Simons at al.
From the earthquake cycle to mantle structure and InSAR time series – current
and future uses of dense GPS networks.
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Workshop Agenda: Thursday, 26 June
Poster Session 3:
14:00-15:30

Dabney Lounge

PS03 - Bias and Calibration
		Chair: S. Schaer
PS06 - GNSS Clocks and Clock Products
		Chair: M. Coleman
PS07 - Ionosphere Observations and Modeling
		Chair: A. Krankowski
PS13 - Reference Frame Issues and Reprocessing Results
		Co-Chairs: P. Rebischung and B. Garayt
PS14 - TIGA: Tide Gauge Working Group
		Chair: T. Schöne
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Workshop Agenda: Thursday, 26 June
Thursday Splinter Sessions
13:30-15:30		

ICG IGMA Meeting			

16:00-17:30		
Antenna Splinter Session 		
			(Chair: R. Schmid)

Guggenheim 202
Arms 155 (Sharp Lecture Hall)

			TIGA Splinter Session			Guggenheim 101 (Lees Kubota Lecture Hall)
			(Chair: T. Schöne)
			
Data Center Splinter Session		
			(Chair: C. Noll)

Anniversary Colloquium: Celebrating 20 years of service
through stories and speeches

Noyes 147

Dabney Gardens and Lounge

17:30-19:30
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Workshop Agenda: Friday, 27 June
Plenary PY10: Applications and Theory of GNSS Processing: A review
of GPS/GLONASS processing strategies in the IGS and other content
relevant to application-oriented working groups
Norman Teferle
University of Luxembourg
Luxembourg

Ramo Auditorium

Tilo Schöne
IGS Governing Board Member and TIGA
Working Group Chair
DeutschesGeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam
Germany

09:00-09:18
		
		

K. Sosnica et al.
Impact of temporal gravity field parameters determined from GNSS satellites
on the GNSS-derived Earth rotation parameters

09:18-09:36
		

R. Tjoelker
GNSS Clocks: Challenges and Developments

09:36-09:54
		
		

J. Geng et al.
Ambiguity resolution in precise point positioning: benefits and challenges
from multi- constellation and multi-frequency GNSS signals

09:54-10:12
		

M. Pearlman et al.
Space Geodesy Core Sites and the Role of GNSS

10:12-10:30
		
		

D. Argus
Technical Advances in GNSS Vertical Positioning: Results on Water Change in California
and Postglacial Rebound in Antarctica

Closing Session: Splinter working group reports and recommendations

Ramo Auditorium

11:00-12:30
U. Hugentobler, Chair
IGS Governing Board Chair and Analysis Center
Representative
Technische Universität München
Germany
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Plenary PY01: Welcome
A. Craddock, Local Organizing Committee Member
Local Organizing Committee Welcome and Workshop Logistics
L. James, Deputy Director of the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
Official Welcome from JPL
J. Labrecque, Former sponsor of IGS Central Bureau and NASA Global GNSS Network
Welcome from NASA and NASA’s role with the IGS
U. Hugentobler, IGS Governing Board Chair
An Exciting and Challenging Future after Twenty Years of Service
The IGS was officially founded on January 1, 1994. GPS orbits were determined with a few dozen globally
distributed tracking stations. Since then the IGS has experienced a remarkable development to a scientific
Service supported by more than 200 institutions, providing data from more than 400 permanent tracking
stations, issuing every day a variety of high accuracy products with different latencies, including GPS and
GLONASS orbits at a few centimeter accuracy level. Since one year a Real-time Service complements the
product suite. Apart from the maintenance of a high quality tracking network with minimum number of
discontinuities and the development of complementing real-time products, the transition to a multi-GNSS
Service poses a major challenge for the coming years. Key issues include the integration of new constellations with new orbit types, transition to RINEX 3 format, additional frequencies, a multitude of biases,
challenging ambiguity resolution strategies, orbit modeling for new types of satellites, combination to
fully consistent multi-GNSS products, topics that will be discussed, analyzed and tackled during our anniversary workshop.
T. Springer, IGS Governing Board Executive Committee Member
Status of IGS products
The International GNSS Service has built up a tremendous track record in the first 20 years of its existence. The IGS does, however, face significant current and future challenges and these challenges are not
limited to the technical level. Significant challenges are facing the IGS on the financial and political levels.
For the IGS it will be very important that in this year’s workshop will do not only achieve progress on the
technical level but that we also manage to increase the awareness of the financial and political issues the
IGS is facing. If the IGS wants to prosper in the next decade(s) it will be of prime importance that the top
management and politicians related to all the entities involved in the IGS become aware of the important
role the IGS plays as “reference” in today’s world. Without the IGS the efforts that are made in trying to
improve humanities understanding of the Earth System in issues like global warming, global sea level rise,
etc. etc. will be in severe danger. This presentation will focus primarily on the technical challenges the IGS
is facing but it will touch on the financial and political issues in those areas where they are intertwined
with the technical issues. The technical issues will be addressed following the schedule of the workshop
thus trying to set the tone for the undoubtedly very interesting meeting we will have.
C. Rizos, President of the International Association of Geodesy (IAG)
The IGS: A First Class IAG Service
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Plenary PY02: Celebrating 20 Years of Operational IGS Service: A review of the past 20 years of
achievements, discussion of the relation of IGS to IAG and other organizations, and a look into the future.
I. Mueller
Planning the IGS
G. Beutler
The International GNSS Service: Development since 1991
The International GNSS Service: Development since 1991 The IGS Campaign Oversight Committee
was set up in 1991. It organized the 1992 IGS test events in 1992. As opposed to original plans the test
activities were not terminated after September 23, 1992, but continued on a best effort basis. Between
fall 1992 and fall 1993 the IGS was transformed into an official IAG (International Association of Geodesy)
Service, which started operations on January 1, 1994. The International GPS Service was renamed as
International GNSS Service in 2005. Other IAG services in the field of space geodesy closely followed the
example set by the IGS.
M. Rothacher
Science Applications enabled by the IGS/GGOS
O. Montenbruck
Preparing for the Future - The IGS in a Multi-GNSS World
Over a period of 20 years, the IGS has established itself as the primier source of highest precision GNSS
data and products with widespread applications in science and engineering. While the focus of the IGS is
presently on GPS and GLONASS, the GNSS landscape is rapidly evolving. A total of four new navigation
systems have emerged, which already deliver initial services or will become operational within the next
five years. Integrating these new constellations into the IGS portfolio and eventually offering a coherent
multi-GNSS service is one of the biggest challenges that the IGS is currently facing. With the deployment
of a new station network and first data products supporting BeiDou, Galileo, and QZSS, the IGS MultiGNSS Experiment (MGEX) has made an important first step to meet this challenge. However, this is
just the tip of the iceberg and substantial work is still ahead. A joint effort and committment of all IGS
bodies as well as the recruitment of new supporting institutions appears indispensable to establish a
full-featured multi-GNSS service without sacrificing the quality of the existing GPS/GLONASS services.
The presentation will provide a short overview of the changing GNSS landscape and discuss the scientific
prospects of having more than just one or two constellations. Practical problems in the characterization
and procesing of new GNSSs are highlighted and possible paths towards a multi-GNSS IGS are
presented.
R. Neilan
Day–to-day with the IGS
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Plenary PY03: IGS Real-Time Service on the way to FOC: Status of the IGS real-time service.
M. Caissy and L. Agrotis
IGS-RTS Status Update
Gerhard Wübbena et al.
PPP with Ambiguity Resolution (AR) using RTCM-SSR
The RTCM SC104 is developing a standard format to disseminate GNSS state space information. The
RTCM-SSR (State Space Representation) format will support a variety of applications at different accuracy
levels. Different SSR messages are evolved in basically three stages. Stage 1 enables code-based PPP
applications and consists of messages to transport satellite orbit corrections, satellite clock corrections
and satellite signal code biases. The next milestone (stage 2) is approaching standardization and
consists of messages for vertical ionospheric total electron contents (VTEC) to enable single frequency
code based PPP as well as messages for satellite signal phase biases to enable phase based PPP and
ambiguity resolution. Stage 3 shall concentrate on the development of slant ionospheric total electron
content messages (STEC) as well as tropospheric delay messages to allow PPP-RTK, i.e. centimeter
accuracy through ambiguity resolution within seconds of observation time. The presentation discusses
the overall RTCM-SSR concepts and development strategies as well as the current status and schedule.
Special focus will be on the consistency of SSR parameters and processing with respect to satellite signal
code and phase biases and its relation to ambiguity resolution.
M. Fritsche et al.
GNSS real-time developments at GFZ
The German Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ) contributes to the IGS real-time service by providing
satellite orbit and clock correction data for GPS, The presentation gives an overview on the current realtime developments at GFZ with a focus on methods and strategies to simultaneously process multiple
GNSS constellations and to improve the computational efficiency of the clock estimation. Initial results
from a combination of the carrier range concept and PPP ambiguity resolution will be shown.
R. Pacione and W. Söhne
Exploitation of IGS Real-Time Products for Tropospheric Monitoring
GNSS application to Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) is a well established technique. Current stateof-the-art GNSS meteorology is focused on the assimilation of hourly tropospheric delays into NWP. In
Europe EUMETNET supports the operational exploitation of more than 1,800 continuously operating
GNSS stations in the framework of the European EUMETNET GPS Water Vapour Programme (E-GVAP)
project (http://egvap.dmi.dk). The majority of E-GVAP Analysis Centers are processing GNSS data in
network mode fixing IGS Ultra Rapid products, while only two of them are processing in Precise Point
Positioning (PPP) mode having previously estimated GNSS orbits and clocks by themselves. Due to the
steadily increasing number of operational GNSS sites PPP strategy is very promising for future efficient
GNSS meteorology, i.e. the hourly processing of large networks within a short computation time.
Moreover, advancements in NWP models with rapid update cycles require observations with improved
timeliness and with greater spatial and temporal resolution than is currently available. Thanks to the
availability of the IGS Real-Time (RT) orbit and clock corrections, delivered in the framework of the IGS
Real-Time Service (http://rts.igs.org), hourly and sub-hourly PPP processing are now possible, without the
need of previously estimating GNSS orbits and clocks. It is possible to store RT orbit and clock corrections
as well as GNSS observations in standard format files in order to process GNSS data on hourly and
sub-hourly basis in PPP mode with the state-of-the-art GNSS software. Moreover, Zenith Total Delays
23-27 June 2014, Pasadena, California, USA
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(ZTDs) can be estimated in real-time as well. We present an evaluation of the accuracy of RT, hourly and
sub-hourly PPP ZTD estimates obtained from several GNSS processing systems and orbit and clock
corrections through comparison to those obtained in standard Near Real-Time (NRT) and post-processing
mode.
M. Hernandez Pajares et al.
Real-time global electron content determination thanks to the RT-IGS global network datastreams
Natural hazards continue to wreak havoc on the lives of millions of people worldwide. For example, the
Pacific Rim, or “Ring of Fire” contains the world’s major subduction zones and produces most of the
world’s earthquakes. When including the subduction zones of Indonesia, the area has produced 9 of the
largest 10 earthquakes in recorded history. The vertical uplift of the sea floor associated with subduction
events makes tsunami hazard also high. In lieu of elusive earthquake prediction, early warning is a key
part of comprehensive hazard management that includes mitigation, readiness, response, and recovery.
Meaningful early warnings especially for those in the near field save lives and reduce damage to essential
infrastructure when issued within seconds to minutes for destructive earthquakes, and tens of minutes
to hours for tsunamis. As first demonstrated in Japan, real time response could include, for example, the
slowing down of trains, initiating emergency procedures in public buildings and schools, shutting down
gas mains and pipelines, and closing off bridges and other vulnerable structures. Response and recovery
rely on monitoring of intermediate- as well as short-term effects. For example, repeated subsidence and
uplift following subduction zone earthquakes in the western Pacific Rim may have critical implications for
decisions for rebuilding in coastal zones, especially in combination with sea level rise and climate change.
Real-time GNSS networks are making a significant impact on our ability to forecast, assess, and mitigate
the effects of natural hazards. Here I focus on geological hazards and earthquake early warning, rapid
response and tsunami forecasts, although real-time GNSS networks are also being used for mitigating the
effects of other natural hazards such as extreme weather.
I describe the activities of the Real-time Earthquake Analysis for Disaster Mitigation (READI) working
group. The group leverages the more than 600 real-time GNSS (mostly GPS) stations (out of a total of
~1200 available CGPS stations) in western North America operated by UNAVCO (PBO network – the
majority of stations), US Geological Survey & Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SCIGN project), UC
Berkeley & US Geological Survey (BARD network), and the Pacific Geosciences Centre (WCDA project).
Currently as part of READI WG activities comparisons are being made of independent real time analyses
of 1 Hz GPS data for station displacements by Central Washington University’s PANGA group and
SIO’s SOPAC group for three clusters of GPS stations at locations with high seismic risk (the southern
segment of the San Andreas fault system, the Hayward fault in the San Francisco Bay Area, and the
Cascadia subduction zone). We are participating as a group in earthquake and tsunami exercises in the
Western U.S. and planning real-time simulations on previously recorded earthquake data using geodetic
displacements as well as ionospheric disturbances. The southern California cluster operated by SOPAC
also includes GNSS tracking and collocation with MEMS accelerometers for seismogeodetic estimation
of seismic velocity and displacement waveforms, which have advantages for improved earthquake
early warning and tsunami forecasts compared to seismic-only or GPS-only methods. I describe an
operational seismogeodetic monitoring system that relies on real-time precise point positioning with
ambiguity resolution augmented with accelerometer data, IGS ultra-rapid orbits, and data from IGS and
PBO reference stations across North America to estimate satellite clock parameters and fractional cycle
biases. Finally, I advocate for an expansion of the READI concept and merging with other extensive GNSS
efforts (e.g., Japan, Chile) to create a GNSS/seismic earthquake and tsunami monitoring system for the
entire Pacific Rim.
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Y. Bock et al.
Real-time GNSS for natural hazards: Early warning and monitoring systems
Natural hazards continue to wreak havoc on the lives of millions of people worldwide. For example, the
Pacific Rim, or “Ring of Fire” contains the world’s major subduction zones and produces most of the
world’s earthquakes. When including the subduction zones of Indonesia, the area has produced 9 of the
largest 10 earthquakes in recorded history. The vertical uplift of the sea floor associated with subduction
events makes tsunami hazard also high. In lieu of elusive earthquake prediction, early warning is a key
part of comprehensive hazard management that includes mitigation, readiness, response, and recovery.
Meaningful early warnings especially for those in the near field save lives and reduce damage to essential
infrastructure when issued within seconds to minutes for destructive earthquakes, and tens of minutes
to hours for tsunamis. As first demonstrated in Japan, real time response could include, for example, the
slowing down of trains, initiating emergency procedures in public buildings and schools, shutting down
gas mains and pipelines, and closing off bridges and other vulnerable structures. Response and recovery
rely on monitoring of intermediate- as well as short-term effects. For example, repeated subsidence and
uplift following subduction zone earthquakes in the western Pacific Rim may have critical implications for
decisions for rebuilding in coastal zones, especially in combination with sea level rise and climate change.
Real-time GNSS networks are making a significant impact on our ability to forecast, assess, and mitigate
the effects of natural hazards. Here I focus on geological hazards and earthquake early warning, rapid
response and tsunami forecasts, although real-time GNSS networks are also being used for mitigating
the effects of other natural hazards such as extreme weather. I describe the activities of the Real-time
Earthquake Analysis for Disaster Mitigation (READI) working group. The group leverages the more
than 600 real-time GNSS (mostly GPS) stations (out of a total of ~1200 available CGPS stations) in
western North America operated by UNAVCO (PBO network – the majority of stations), US Geological
Survey & Scripps Institution of Oceanography (SCIGN project), UC Berkeley & US Geological Survey
(BARD network), and the Pacific Geosciences Centre (WCDA project). Currently as part of READI WG
activities comparisons are being made of independent real time analyses of 1 Hz GPS data for station
displacements by Central Washington University’s PANGA group and SIO’s SOPAC group for three
clusters of GPS stations at locations with high seismic risk (the southern segment of the San Andreas
fault system, the Hayward fault in the San Francisco Bay Area, and the Cascadia subduction zone).
We are participating as a group in earthquake and tsunami exercises in the Western U.S. and planning
real-time simulations on previously recorded earthquake data using geodetic displacements as well as
ionospheric disturbances. The southern California cluster operated by SOPAC also includes GNSS tracking
and collocation with MEMS accelerometers for seismogeodetic estimation of seismic velocity and
displacement waveforms, which have advantages for improved earthquake early warning and tsunami
forecasts compared to seismic-only or GPS-only methods. I describe an operational seismogeodetic
monitoring system that relies on real-time precise point positioning with ambiguity resolution augmented
with accelerometer data, IGS ultra-rapid orbits, and data from IGS and PBO reference stations across
North America to estimate satellite clock parameters and fractional cycle biases. Finally, I advocate for an
expansion of the READI concept and merging with other extensive GNSS efforts (e.g., Japan, Chile) to
create a GNSS/seismic earthquake and tsunami monitoring system for the entire Pacific Rim.
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Plenary PY04: Reprocessing and Reference Frame: Reports on IGS repro02 effort, analysis of results related
to ITRF2013, and other content related to analysis center, reprocessing, and reference frame working groups.
Z. Deng et al.
IGS 2nd Reprocessing at GFZ
After the successful first full reprocessing by the International GNSS Service (IGS) in 2010 the Analysis
Centers (ACs) of the IGS began the second reprocessing. The full history of GPS data collected by
the IGS global network since 1994 are reanalysed in a fully consistent way using the latest models
and methodology. Two ACs of the German Research Centre for Geosciences contributed to the first
and 2nd IGS Reprocessing Campaign. They are the routinely operating IGS AC (GFZ) and the IGS Tide
Gauge Benchmark Monitoring Project (TIGA). For the GFZ / TIGA reprocessing the GPS data of the
globally distributed IGS & TIGA tracking network with 307 / 794 stations for the time span from 1994
until end of 2012 were reprocessed. Both solutions could contribute to the ITRF2013 by providing long
and consistent time series of station coordinates, GPS satellite orbits and earth rotation parameters.
Additionally, the solution GFZ includes satellite and stations clock parameters. Since the repro2 combined
solutions are not available yet, the quality of reprocessed GPS satellite orbits will be assessed through
comparison with the IG1 reprocessing and IGS routine orbits. Several ACs have already finished their 2nd
reprocessing and provided solutions to IGS. Based on those solutions an inter-agency comparison will be
given.
S. Loyer et al.
Time Variable Gravity in GRGS REPRO2 solution
The CODE contribution to IGS repro2 covers the time period from January 1994 to December 2013.
Whereas only GPS was considered in the early years, GLONASS started contributing in January 2002. As
for the operational processing for the IGS, two different product lines were generated: A pure 1-day solution (COF/CF2), based on the observations of single calendar days, as well as a consistent 3-day long-arc
solution (COD/CO2). We will not only show how the latter solution significantly improves the orbit stability
of the GLONASS satellites and of the GPS satellites in the early years but also what impact it makes on
the ERP estimates – in particular the ERP rates. In this context, an alternative1-day solution with continuous orbits over 3 days was generated for comparison purposes.
T. Springer et al.
ESA Reprocessing: Advances in GNSS analysis
ESA/ESOC is an analysis centre for the IDS, IGS and ILRS and as such contributes to the reprocessing
for the ITRF2013 of all three techniques, a unique achievement. Our 3 solutions were computed with
one and the same software running on the same machine and using, as far as possible, identical models
and processing settings. Any systematic differences between the technique dependent reference frame
solutions must therefore be caused by the techniques itself, and not because of model differences or
errors! Therefore our three technique dependent solutions should provide insight and a better understanding of the technique dependent effects. In our presentation we will focus on the enhancements that were
made in our processing since the previous reprocessing that took place for the ITRF2008, meanwhile 6
years ago. The two main changes that took place are: 1. Maturity of the IGS GLONASS tracking network
2. Box-wing modelling for GNSS satellites In 2008 the IGS tracking network has quickly transformed from
an practically GPS-only tracking network to a true GNSS tracking network. Thus in our reprocessing we
have decided to include the GLONASS satellites from the beginning of 2009. So for the period of 1995 to
2008 our solutions are GPS-only whereas from 2009 to 2014 our solutions are GPS+GLONASS solutions.
In our presentation we will show the implications this has on the products. The second major change in
our reprocessing was the adoption of a box-wing model for the GNSS satellites. Whilst the estimated
parameters in our analysis remained exactly the same the a priori model for the Solar Radiation pressure
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and the Earth Albedo and Infra-Red (IR) was changed completely. Originally we had no a priori model for
the solar radiation pressure and our Earth Albedo/IR model use a simple “flat plate” model. In our presentation, and in a dedicated poster on this topic, we will show the significant changes that result from using
the box-wing model and will demonstrate that these changes are in fact improvements. Besides an these
two points some other selected highlights of our IGS processing will be shown and, if time allows, some
results from our ILRS and IDS reprocessing and our fully combined reprocessing.
S. Lutz et al.
GNSS orbits and ERPs from CODE’s repro2 solutions
CNES-CLS IGS Analysis Center has participated in the REPRO2 campaign. This unprecedented processing
effort for our group has needed a preliminary step of implementation of the recommended common processing standard and models based on the recommendation of the IGS AC Coordinator. A notable exception concerns the adopted time variable gravity (TVG) field Eigen-6S2, derived by our group, which was
used in our re-analysis instead of the static EGM2008 model for the others ACs. This paper discusses our
motivations for this choice, how this model has been built and its main characteristics. We focus on the
consequences of this choice on the GNSS products. A comparative test period of three years is used to
investigate the effects of the low-degree seasonal variations of the geopotential on the orbits, stations
coordinates and EOPs.
Z. Altamimi et al.
ITRF2013: IGS contribution and early results
ESA/ESOC is an analysis centre for the IDS, IGS and ILRS and as such contributes to the reprocessing
for the ITRF2013 of all three techniques, a unique achievement. Our 3 solutions were computed with
one and the same software running on the same machine and using, as far as possible, identical models
and processing settings. Any systematic differences between the technique dependent reference frame
solutions must therefore be caused by the techniques itself, and not because of model differences or
errors! Therefore our three technique dependent solutions should provide insight and a better understanding of the technique dependent effects. In our presentation we will focus on the enhancements that were
made in our processing since the previous reprocessing that took place for the ITRF2008, meanwhile 6
years ago. The two main changes that took place are: 1. Maturity of the IGS GLONASS tracking network
2. Box-wing modelling for GNSS satellites In 2008 the IGS tracking network has quickly transformed from
an practically GPS-only tracking network to a true GNSS tracking network. Thus in our reprocessing we
have decided to include the GLONASS satellites from the beginning of 2009. So for the period of 1995 to
2008 our solutions are GPS-only whereas from 2009 to 2014 our solutions are GPS+GLONASS solutions.
In our presentation we will show the implications this has on the products. The second major change in
our reprocessing was the adoption of a box-wing model for the GNSS satellites. Whilst the estimated
parameters in our analysis remained exactly the same the a priori model for the Solar Radiation pressure
and the Earth Albedo and Infra-Red (IR) was changed completely. Originally we had no a priori model for
the solar radiation pressure and our Earth Albedo/IR model use a simple “flat plate” model. In our presentation, and in a dedicated poster on this topic, we will show the significant changes that result from using
the box-wing model and will demonstrate that these changes are in fact improvements. Besides an these
two points some other selected highlights of our IGS processing will be shown and, if time allows, some
results from our ILRS and IDS reprocessing and our fully combined reprocessing.
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J. Weiss et al.
Terrestrial Reference Frame from Combined Precise Orbit Determination of GPS, GRACE, and LAGEOS
After the successful first full reprocessing by the International GNSS Service (IGS) in 2010 the Analysis
Centers (ACs) of the IGS began the second reprocessing. The full history of GPS data collected by the
IGS global network since 1994 are reanalysed in a fully consistent way using the latest models and methodology. Two ACs of the German Research Centre for Geosciences contributed to the first and 2nd IGS
Reprocessing Campaign. They are the routinely operating IGS AC (GFZ) and the IGS Tide Gauge Benchmark Monitoring Project (TIGA). For the GFZ / TIGA reprocessing the GPS data of the globally distributed
IGS & TIGA tracking network with 307 / 794 stations for the time span from 1994 until end of 2012 were
reprocessed. Both solutions could contribute to the ITRF2013 by providing long and consistent time
series of station coordinates, GPS satellite orbits and earth rotation parameters. Additionally, the solution
GFZ includes satellite and stations clock parameters. Since the repro2 combined solutions are not available yet, the quality of reprocessed GPS satellite orbits will be assessed through comparison with the
IG1 reprocessing and IGS routine orbits. Several ACs have already finished their 2nd reprocessing and
provided solutions to IGS. Based on those solutions an inter-agency comparison will be given.
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Plenary PY05: Orbit and Modeling Effects in IGS Products: modeling issues in the repro02 and operational
products will be discussed, in addition to other content related to the reference frame and orbit modeling
working groups.
G. Beutler
Modeling and estimating the orbits of GNSS: Key principles in history and future
J. Weiss et al.
Orbit and Attitude Modeling at the JPL Analysis Center
We present an overview of precise orbit determination (POD) and associated research at the JPL
International GNSS Service (IGS) analysis center. First we describe our orbit and clock estimation
technique, including a detailed review of both the reduced dynamic strategy for the spacecraft orbits as
well as parameters estimated for the global terrestrial network. The strategy differences in three recent
reprocessing campaigns are discussed and we show metrics for orbit and clock accuracy and precision
and discuss factors contributing to the improvements seen. The reprocessing campaigns provide context
for discussion of research in the areas of GNSS solar radiation pressure and spacecraft attitude. Over the
last two decades JPL has developed and refined empirical solar radiation pressure models for the GPS
and GLONASS-M spacecraft. Using precise orbit solutions spanning many years, we fit truncated Fourier
expansions modeling solar pressure forces as a function of the Earth-probe-sun geometry to multiday orbit arcs and combine the individual estimates according to different orbit regimes (non-eclipsing,
eclipsing) and spacecraft types (GPS Block IIA, IIR, etc.). Orbit prediction tests using three iterations
of these models show successive improvements in prediction accuracy relative to precise orbits and
additionally yield improvements in full POD solutions. Accurate spacecraft attitude models are critical to
high-fidelity POD. We review the GPS and GLONASS attitude models implemented in our GIPSY software
as well as their heritage and issues that arise when models fail to correctly reflect actual spacecraft
attitude. We then present the reverse point positioning technique for estimating yaw attitude. We review
results from processing of the GPS IIA/IIF attitude estimates over 8 years, including validation of standard
GIPSY POD yaw rate estimates, errors discovered in the yaw bias model for GPS23 and GPS39 during
certain time periods, as well as a summary of the GPS IIF yaw attitude observed so far. Finally, we look
ahead to our Modernized GIPSY software and its capabilities for multi-constellation and multi-technique
orbit determination.
R. Dach, U. Hugentobler et al.
Estimating the geocenter from GNSS data
The satellites of the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) are orbiting the Earth according to the
laws of the celestial mechanics subject to gravitational and non-gravitational forces. As a consequence,
the satellites are sensitive to the instantaneous center of the mass of the Earth. The coordinates of the
(ground) tracking stations are referring to the center of figure as the conventional origin of the reference
frame, which is supposed to be the long-term mean location of the center of mass. The difference
between the center of mass and the center of figure is the instantaneous geocenter. Current GNSSbased determinations for the X and Y coordinates of the instantaneous geocenter (in ITRF) seem to be
competitive with those from the primary geocenter supplying technique (SLR). For the Z component,
however, strong correlations with parameters from orbit modeling are present. Due to this circumstance,
the evaluation of Z component geocenter results may be used for assessment for orbit model quality.
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Plenary PY06: Infrastructure, Formats, and Calibration: content related to the infrastructure committee, as
well as the data center, antenna, and RINEX working groups
I. Rodriguez Perez et al.
Calibrating GNSS Satellite Antenna Group-Delay Variations using space and ground receivers
The GNSS Bias Calibration System project (GBICS), part of the ESA’s General Studies Program, was
carried out by GMV during 2012 and 2013. The main objective of this project was to calibrate GPS
space hardware biases using observations gathered by receivers on-board LEO satellites. During the
first analysis phase, a clear repeatable pattern was detected on the time-series of the geometry-free
combination of the smoothed code observations. The procedure to get the repeatable pattern was to
analyse different periods with the same geometry disposition of three elements: the sun, the GPS
satellite and the LEO GNSS receivers. Different possibilities were assessed to explain this effect and,
due to the range of the variations (up to 1 meter for several satellites) and the high dependency with the
elevation and nadir angles, being the most promising hypothesis that this effect was due to the antenna
group delay pattern. It was thus decided to manage the GNSS hardware biases as a contribution of two
different delays: the antenna group delay and the payload group delay. This innovating approach implied
the need of designing a new antenna calibration algorithm to demonstrate that the aforementioned
hypothesis was correct. The algorithm developed by GMV is based on the usage of the ionosphere-free
and geometry-free combination of phase and code observations gathered by receivers which do not apply
a smoothing process to the input measurements. Using a dense station network and a period of several
weeks of data, the algorithm splits the input observations in several bins depending on the nadir angle.
For each bin, it corrects the antenna contribution to the phase measurements using the information
included in the IGS antex, removes the ambiguities term and filters the noise to calculate a relative slope
value. Finally, the algorithm estimates the variation of the antenna group delay by integrating the results
obtained per bin. The calibrated group delays present important variations depending on the nadir angle
during the pass. This behaviour, and also the range of the variation, is highly correlated with the GPS
satellite block. Block II-A delays are the softest ones, typically below 20 centimetres, and the observed
trends in the group delays of all II-A satellites’ antennae are quite similar. Special interest have the group
delays of blocks IIR and IIR-M satellites’ antennae, whose variation range goes up to 80-90 centimetres
for several satellites and are less stable. Besides, antenna group delay’s trend is different for each SVN.
The results obtained with the antenna group delay calibration algorithm are very exciting and they are also
quite similar to the calibrations obtained by JPL using a completely different algorithm and source of data,
normally below 5 cm RMS. This fact, together with the magnitude of the observed group delay variation,
gives us the certainty to affirm that the GPS L-band group delays remain as one of the important sources
of error in the modern GNSS applications and leaves the door open to refine the algorithm in order to try
to obtain more accurate calibrations.
K. MacLeod et al.
RINEX Working Group Report
RINEX Working Group Report Ken MacLeod, Natural Resources Canada, Loukis Agrotis, European Space
Operations Centre, Rolf Dach, Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern Abstract The RINEX
GNSS data format has been jointly managed by the RINEX Working Group since 2011. The working group
consists of approximately 50 participants equally split between the International GNSS Service (IGS) and
Radio Technical Committee for Maritime Services, Special Committee -104 (RTCM-SC104) members. The
RINEX standard is developed using a consensus approach. Once the working group is satisfied with the
standard and documentation it is submitted as the recommendation of the working group to both the IGS
and RTCM-SC104. After review by the IGS Governing Board and RTCM-SC104 the document is approved
and posted on both web sites. In 2009 the IGS joined the RTCM-SC104 to express its needs to the GNSS
manufacturers and to contribute to the committee. Since joining the RTCM-SC104, IGS participation has
influenced the development of both high precision GNSS observation (RTCM-Multiple Signal Messages)
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and satellite correction (RTCM-State Space Representation) messages. In turn, the IGS Real-time
Service (IGS-RTS) has standardized its operations on RTCM messages and protocols. RINEX Version
3.02 was released in April of 2013. RINEX 3.02 supports the following constellations: GPS, GLONASS,
Galileo, BeiDou and SBAS. Since the release of RINEX 3.02, both IGS and RTCM-SC104 members, have
developed software (proprietary and open source) to support the standard. Within the IGS, the MGEX
project has supported the development and validation of the real-time high precision messages (RTCMMSM: GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou and SBAS) and the RINEX 3.02 format. Currently, two updates
of the RINEX 3.0X standard are planned. The first involves editorial changes and descriptive updates to
RINEX 3.02 (Update 1). The second update will add support for the Indian Regional Navigation Satellite
System (IRNSS) and GPS CNAV ephemeris messages.
C. Noll et al.
IGS Data Centers Status and Progress
The archives of the IGS data centers are a vital component of the service’s infrastructure and have
become increasingly important to diverse international user communities. Since the start of the
operational IGS in 1994, the number of stations, the type of data and derived products, and the number
of pilot projects and services supported by the IGS has grown considerably. Of particular interest is the
IGS expansion into data and products from multiple GNSS constellations. This presentation will review
the status of the IGS data center infrastructure and present ideas for integrating multi-GNSS data in
RINEX version 3 into the operational archive structure, handling of data in support of the IGS Real-Time
Service, and data discovery through metadata management. Other data center-related topics will also be
discussed.
N. Romero
IGS Infrastructure Status
The IGS Infrastructure comprises the stations, data repositories, formats, etc. This presentation from the
Infrastructure Committee provides an overview of the IGS infrastructure, how it is changing and evolving
and the recent challenges we have been faced with. Overall the IGS infrastructure has been adapting
rapidly to an evolving GNSS reality. These changes have presented certain challenges but overall the IGS
infrastructure is adapting well and it is robust to external events so as to continue to be “the reference” in
high-quality GNSS data and products.
G. Mader and A. Billich
Experimental Results from “BigAnt”, a Large Format Antenna for High Quality Geodetic Ground Stations
The IGS Infrastructure comprises the stations, data repositories, formats, etc. This presentation from the
Infrastructure Committee provides an overview of the IGS infrastructure, how it is changing and evolving
and the recent challenges we have been faced with. Overall the IGS infrastructure has been adapting
rapidly to an evolving GNSS reality. These changes have presented certain challenges but overall the IGS
infrastructure is adapting well and it is robust to external events so as to continue to be “the reference” in
high-quality GNSS data and products.
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F. Blume et al.
Stability of GNSS Monumentation: Analysis of Co-Located Monuments in the UNAVCO Plate Boundary
Observatory
Geodetic-quality permanent GNSS stations have used a number of different monumentation styles for
the purpose of ensuring that the motions of the GNSS antenna reflect those of the Earth’s crust while
minimizing non-tectonic motions near the surface. Monuments used in the IGS Tracking Network range
from simple masts costing a few hundred dollars to machine-drilled-braced monuments in soil costing
tens of thousands, and have evolved during the past 20 years. Their stability can depend on their design,
the construction techniques used to install them, and the local geology where they are installed. Previous
studies have separately investigated pairs of identical monuments at a single site, monument type
variations using global statistical analysis, and multiple monument styles at a single site. Despite these
efforts, the stability of different styles of monumentation in similarly varying geologic conditions has not
been adequately determined. Error contributions from monument instability in GNSS measurements
can be dominated by error sources unrelated to the movement of the monument with respect to the
Earth’s crust, thus making it difficult to isolate. Contributions from GNSS measurement error unrelated
to monument stability include, but are not limited to: satellite orbits, satellite clocks, tropospheric delay,
and ionospheric delay, antenna phase center variations, near-field multipath, far-field multipath. Installing
multiple monuments with small antenna separations at a given test location can help to reduce GPS
measurement errors. To increase the understanding of monument stability of various monument styles
in diverse geologic conditions UNAVCO has constructed two additional monuments at five existing Plate
Boundary Observatory stations during the past year. Deep drilled-braced, short drilled-braced, and single
mast type monuments were installed at sites with bedrock at the surface; deep drilled-braced, short
driven-braced and pillar type monuments were installed at sites with alluvium or soil at the surface. Sites
were selected that comprised a variety of geographic, hydrologic, and geologic conditions. The resulting
set of 10-meter spaced monument triangles will yield valuable information regarding the stability of their
types in different settings. Data collected from PBO Multi-Monument Experiment are being analyzed
using a variety of methods. Each site is characterized using quality-control parameters such as multipath,
signal-to-noise and previously determined seasonal variations. High-precision processing by the PBO
Analysis Centers with GAMIT and GIPSY software packages using regional and global schemes yield
time-series with millimeter-level that determine noise content, overall site stability relative to other PBO
sites and differential motions between the individual monuments. Sub-millimeter results from UNAVCO’s
short-baseline processing efforts will be presented showing further details of monument performance
site characterization including the effects of varying elevation cutoff angle and modeling of monumentdependent noise.
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Plenary PY07: Progress and Development of MGEX: reports on IGS-MGEX; status of the network,
solutions, and challenges; as well as other content related to the MGEX working group and analysis centers
O. Montenbruck
The IGS Multi-GNSS Experiment - Introduction
Code and phase biases constitute a major challenge for the processing of multi-GNSS observations.
These may include all forms of inter-signal, inter-frequency and inter-system biases that affect the satellite
orbit and clock determination as well as positioning applications. Selected aspects of these biases are
highlighted and efforts for their characterization are presented. The need for a consolidated bias data
format is discussed and the new MGEX differential code bias product is briefly presented.
A. Rülke et al.
MGEX Network and observation data
Since the initial call for participation, the MGEX network has grown to a global network of roughly 100
stations which provides routine observations of BeiDou, Galileo, QZSS, and SBAS satellites in addition
to the legacy GPS and GLONASS constellations. The presentation provides an overview of the current
MGEX network, the station distribution and employed hardware as well as information on offline data
archives and the provision of multi-GNSS real time streams. Current problem areas such as the lack of
routine quality control as well as erroneous or inconsistent data within the offline archives are discussed.
Possibly strategies to integrate the MGEX and legacy IGS network and data holdings are addressed. New
developments in the standardization of MGEX real-time data streams are introduced.
L. Prange et al.
Orbit and Clock Determination - Galileo
Based on observations collected with the IGS MGEX network, orbit and clock products for the Galileo
IOV satellites have been generated by various MGEX analysis centers over a two years time span.
The individual contributions and underlying processing concepts are briefly described. The different
products achieve a 10-15 cm (3D rms) consistency but systematic modelling errors at a similar level can
be identified from satellite laser ranging observations, which indicated a deficiency in the solar radiation
pressure modelling. The clock performance is addressed with focus on the passive hydrogen masers
employed by most of the IOV satellites. Following the assessment of the orbit and clock determination
performance various open issues are addressed. These include the lacking information on antenna offsets
and phase patterns, inconsistent conventions for s/c coordinate systems and attitude modeling as well
as the need for harmonization in the field of clock reference signals (E1/E5a vs. E1/E5b) and intersystem
biases.
Steigenberger et al.
Orbit and Clock Determination - QZSS
The presentation discusses the precise orbit and clock products for the first satellite (QZS-1) of the
Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) which are contributed to the MGEX project by presently
two analysis centers. Other than traditional GNSS constellations, QZS-1 makes use of an inclined
geosynchronous orbit which limits is visibility to the Asia-Pacific region. The available ground network
contributing observations for QZS-1 orbit/clock determination is discussed and the quality of the
resulting orbit solutions is characterized through inter-comparisons and analysis of satellite laser ranging
measurements. QZSS specific aspects such as the alternating use of yaw steering and orbit normal mode
as well as the availability of signals from two transmit antennas are highlighted and a need for improved
solar radiation pressure modeling is identified
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Z. Deng et al.
Orbit and Clock Determination – BeiDou
Since end of 2012 with a total of 14 operational satellites, BeiDou constitutes the third navigation system
next to GPS and GLONASS that offers a fully operational navigation service for China and surrounding
areas. Tracking of the BeiDou satellites is supported by a subset of stations in the MGEX network which
enables continuous coverage of the satellites geostationary orbit (GEO) and inclined geosynchronous
orbit (IGSO) as well as partial coverage of the four satellites in medium Earth orbit (MEO). First orbit and
clock products of BeiDou are provided to the MGEX project by ESOC, Wuhan University and GFZ. Their
processing strategies will be given. The quality of the orbits and clocks products is assessed through interagency comparisons, satellite laser ranging and comparison with broadcast ephemerides. A high quality
is, in particular, demonstrated for the MEO and IGSO satellites, while the GEO orbit determination suffers
from the static viewing geometry that causes slowly varying multipath errors and an ill-conditioned
estimation problem. Other BeiDou-specific problems such as the lack of spacecraft information and the
uncommon choice of the broadcast clock reference are addressed in the presentation.
O. Montenbruck and T. Springer
Multi-GNSS Biases
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Plenary PY08: Ionosphere Modeling and Related GNSS Biases: covering the status of the ionosphere
modeling within the IGS and potential development, reports on GNSS bias modeling in the frame of
ionosphere processing and multi-GNSS processing in general. Other content related to the ionosphere and
bias/calibration working groups will be presented.
A. Krankowski and I. Cherniak
Current and future IGS Iono WG activities, new IGS iono product – monitoring of TEC fluctuations
The purpose of this paper is, on the one hand, to show the present performance of the combined final,
rapid and predicted IGS global ionosphere maps (GIMs), and on the other hand to inform the geodetic
community on the pilot phase of the new IGS product - TEC fluctuation maps. In addition, information on
future development of IGS ionospheric products will be also presented. Nowadays, the Ionosphere Working Group of IGS generates three types of ionospheric products: final, rapid and predicted, respectively.
There are currently four IGS Associate Analysis Centres (IAACs) for the ionospheric products: CODE, ESA/
ESOC, JPL and gAGE/UPC). These centers provide ionosphere maps computed with different approaches. Their maps are uploaded to the IGS Ionosphere Product Coordinator, who computes the official IGS
combined products. During period of more than 15 years of continuous IGS ionosphere operation, the
techniques used by the IAACs and the strategies of combination have improved in such a way that the
combined IGS GIMs are now significantly more accurate and robust. Future plans include, among others,
increasing temporal resolution to 1 hour and studies on taking advantage of COSMIC occultation data.
In this paper we also describe methodology and service for continuous generation of high resolution
maps of the ionospheric irregularities. Passing through the ionosphere GNSS radio signals are subjected
to rapid variations of their amplitude and phase and, from the other side, they can be used to reveal the
strong ionosphere fluctuation events. Currently, there is a demand to increase the precision and reliability
of GNSS positioning by taking into account of the ionosphere’s variatiability, both regular and irregular. Our
team is developing techniques for creation the ionospheric irregularities maps. Such maps can be useful
for space weather monitoring and navigation by combining them with global or regional ionospheric TEC
maps. Our investigation is based on the classical approach when Rate of TEC (ROT) is detrended rate of
line-of-sight TEC change and ROTI – index calculated on 5 min interval with 30 sec sampling rate (Pi et
al, 1997). There are processed observations of more than 500 permanent stations which available from
IGS, UNAVCO and EUREF networks. For analysis there is produced the daily map of the ROTI index as a
function of geomagnetic local time on the specific grid. The ROTI maps, constructed by such way, allow to
estimate the overall fluctuation activity and auroral oval evolutions.
H. Rothkaehl at al.
The multi instrument radio diagnostics as a new tool for improved the GNSS services
Passing through the ionosphere GNSS radio signals are subjected to rapid variations of their amplitude
and phase and, from the other side, they can be used to reveal the strong ionosphere fluctuation events.
Currently, there is a demand to increase the precision and reliability of GNSS positioning by taking into
account of the ionosphere’s variability, both regular and irregular. To give a more detailed and complete
understanding of physical plasma processes that govern the solar terrestrial space, and to develop qualitative and quantitative models of the magnetosphere ionosphere thermosphere coupling applicable in
GNSS services, it is necessary to design and build the next generation of instruments for space diagnostics and monitoring. Novel ground based wide area sensor networks, such as the LOFAR (Low Frequency Array) radar facility, comprising wide band, and vector sensing radio receivers and multi-spacecraft
plasma diagnostics should help solve outstanding problems of space physics and describe long-term
environmental changes. The LOw Frequency ARray LOFAR is a new fully digital radio telescope designed
for frequencies between 30 MHz and 240 MHz located in Europe. The three new LOFAR stations will
be installed until summer 2015 in Poland. The LOFAR facilities in Poland will be distributed among three
sites: Lazy (East of Krakow), Borowiec near Poznan and Baldy near Olsztyn. All they will be connected via
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PIONIER dedicated links to Poznan. Each site will host one LOFAR station (96 high band 96 low band antennas). They will most time work as a part of European network, however, when less charged, they can
operate as a national network. The new digital radio frequency analyzer (RFA) on board the low orbiting
RELEC satellite was designed to monitor and investigate the ionospheric plasma properties. This twopoint ground-based and topside ionosphere located space plasma diagnostic can be a useful new tool for
monitoring and diagnosing turbulent plasma properties. The RFA on board the RELEC satellite is the first
in a series of experiments which is planned to be launched into the near Earth environment. In order to
improve and validate the large scales and small scales ionospheric structures we will used the GPS observations collected at IGS/EPN network employed to reconstruct diurnal variations of TEC using all satellite
passes over individual GPS stations and the data retrieved from FORMOSAT-3/COSMIC radio occultation
measurements. The main purpose of this presentation is to describe new advanced diagnostic techniques
of the near Earth space plasma and point out the scientific challenges of the radio frequency analyser
located on board of low orbiting satellites and LOFAR facilities.
B. Nava and S. M. Radicella
The NeQuick model: characteristics and uses
NeQuick 2 is the latest version of the NeQuick ionosphere electron density model developed at the former Aeronomy and Radiopropagation (now Telecommunications/ICT for Development) Laboratory of the
Abdus Salam International Centre for Theoretical Physics - Trieste, Italy with the initial collaboration of the
Institute for Geophysics, Astrophysics and Meteorology of the University of Graz, Austria. It is a quick-run
model particularly designed for trans-ionospheric propagation applications that has been conceived to reproduce the median behaviour of the ionosphere. It allows to calculate the electron concentration at any
given location and thus the Total Electron Content (TEC) along any ground-to-satellite ray-path by means
of numerical integration. In the present paper a brief historical overview of the different model versions
and their specific uses will be given. Subsequently the ionosphere electron density retrieval techniques
based on the NeQuick adaptation to ground-based GNSS-derived TEC data and ionosonde measured peak
parameters values will be discussed. Particular attention will be devoted to the recent results obtained in
terms of data assimilation, where a minimum variance least-squares estimation has been implemented to
incorporate ground and space-based (Radio Occultation-derived) TEC data into NeQuick 2 considered as a
background model.
X. Pi
Using GNSS Tracking Networks to Map Global Ionospherinc Irregularities and Scintillation
The rate of TEC index (ROTI) characterizes TEC fluctuations caused by ionospheric irregularities. It can be
derived from standard GNSS dual-frequency phase data obtained using a geodetic-type GNSS receiver.
Analyses of this index and the traditional scintillation indices will be presented to show that ROTI is a
good occurrence indicator of both amplitude and phase scintillations of GPS L-band signals. Global and
regional ROTI maps have been produced using data collected from ground-based GNSS networks, such
as International GNSS Service (IGS) and Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS). Continuous
snapshots of global or regional activities of ionospheric irregularities and scintillation have been taken
using ROTI maps. Such snapshots during major space weather disturbances and under quiet conditions,
respectively, will be presented. Examples will also be given that highlight applications of ROTI in studies
of Earth science remote sensing and the impact of ionospheric scintillation on GNSS- based precise positioning.
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S. Schaer
Biases Relevant to GPS and GLONASS Data Processing
An overview of biases relevant to GPS and GLONASS data processing will be given. Our main focus will
be on (i) differential code-phase biases (DCPB) that are crucial for GLONASS ambiguity resolution and on
(ii) GLONASS-GPS intersystem station coordinate (and troposphere) biases, or discrepancies (indicating
deficiencies in the receiver antenna calibration). Moreover, we will address the most important principles
when moving from a differential to an absolute (or observable-specific) bias representation. Finally, we
will describe the GNSS observable selection scheme used at CODE.
O. Montenbruck et al.
Differential Code Bias Estimation for New Signals and Constellations
The presentation describes the estimation of differential code biases (DCBs) from multi-frequency, multiGNSS observations. As an alternative to the combined estimation of ionospheric and bias parameters, a
simplified system has been established, which makes use of global ionosphere maps (GIMs) to model
the contribution of ionospheric path delays on the difference of dual-frequency pseudoranges. DCBs of
individual satellite-receiver combinations can thus be derived from an average of ionosphere-corrected
pseudoranges differences over a given tracking arc for any combination of commonly tracked signals.
Using a distributed network of monitoring stations and observations of all satellites within a constellation, the satellite-receiver DCBs may subsequently be partitioned into satellite-specific and receiver-specific DCBs. In accord with the common convention applied for GPS and GLONASS within the IGS,
a zero-mean condition is applied for the constellation average of the satellite biases in this process. A
long-term analysis of differential code biases for GPS, BeiDou, and Galileo has been conducted based on
observations of the MGEX network and a first multi-GNSS DCB product has been prepared in Bias-SINEX
format. The presentation describes the employed methodology, assesses the achieved performance and
discusses its problems and limitation
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Plenary PY09: 9A - GNSS-derived Troposphere Delays and
9B - Applications of IGS Products for Geodesy and Geophysics Research presentations on the status
of the troposphere modeling within the IGS and potential future development, as well as other relevant
applications
C.Hackman
2-5 min very short introduction on IGS tropo products/activities.
J. Dousa et al.
Development towards inter-technique tropospheric parameter comparisons and their exploitation
The effect of a delay and bending when a signal from a space geodetic technique passes the troposphere
is one of the limiting factors when processing observations. To achieve the highest accuracy of all geodetic parameters, the tropospheric effect needs to be precisely estimated since any relevant and high-accurate external input source doesn’t exist. Inter-comparisons and assessments of estimated parameters,
optimally with a fully independent observing technique, play an important role in enhancements of all processing models as well as geodetic parameters of primary interest. However, as a by-product such troposphere estimates have a large potential for the use in meteorology and climatology as providing accurate,
stable and rather inexpensive information about the humidity in the atmosphere with a high temporal
resolution and, at some continents, also very good spatial resolution. The presentation shows the recent
progress in the development of a new complex system for a routine intra-/inter-technique comparison
and evaluation of various tropospheric parameters from all available sources - space geodetic techniques
(GNSS, VLBI, DORIS, SLR), meteorological observations (radiosondes, radiometers, in situ observations),
numerical weather models and others. We discuss specific aspects of the database implementation and
its functionality, such as station collocations, meta data, meteorological parameter filling, support for
different data types and instruments, database optimization and dissemination and others, as well as we
present various foreseen applications of the system.
J. Wang et al.
Global Water Vapor Trend and its Diurnal Asymmetry during 1995-2011 Based on GPS, Radiosonde and Microwave Satellite Measurements
The effect of a delay and bending when a signal from a space geodetic technique passes the troposphere
is one of the limiting factors when processing observations. To achieve the highest accuracy of all geodetic parameters, the tropospheric effect needs to be precisely estimated since any relevant and high-accurate external input source doesn’t exist. Inter-comparisons and assessments of estimated parameters,
optimally with a fully independent observing technique, play an important role in enhancements of all processing models as well as geodetic parameters of primary interest. However, as a by-product such troposphere estimates have a large potential for the use in meteorology and climatology as providing accurate,
stable and rather inexpensive information about the humidity in the atmosphere with a high temporal
resolution and, at some continents, also very good spatial resolution. The presentation shows the recent
progress in the development of a new complex system for a routine intra-/inter-technique comparison
and evaluation of various tropospheric parameters from all available sources - space geodetic techniques
(GNSS, VLBI, DORIS, SLR), meteorological observations (radiosondes, radiometers, in situ observations),
numerical weather models and others. We discuss specific aspects of the database implementation and
its functionality, such as station collocations, meta data, meteorological parameter filling, support for
different data types and instruments, database optimization and dissemination and others, as well as we
present various foreseen applications of the system.
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G. Guerova et al.
COST Action ES1206: Advanced GNSS Tropospheric Products for Monitoring Severe Weather Events and Climate (GNSS4SWEC)
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) have revolutionised positioning, navigation, and timing, becoming a common part of our everyday life. Aside from these well-known civilian and commercial applications, GNSS is now an established atmospheric observing system which can accurately sense water vapour, the most abundant greenhouse gas, accounting for 60-70% of atmospheric warming. Water vapour
observations are currently under-sampled and obtaining and exploiting additional high-quality humidity
observations is essential to severe weather forecasting and climate monitoring. COST Action ES1206 addresses new and improved capabilities from developments in both the GNSS and meteorological communities to address these requirements. For the first time, the synergy of multi-GNSS (GPS, GLONASS
and Galileo) will be used to develop new, advanced tropospheric products, exploiting the full potential of
multi-GNSS water vapour estimates on a wide range of temporal and spatial scales, from real-time monitoring and forecasting of severe weather, to climate research. In addition the Action will promote the use
of meteorological data in GNSS positioning, navigation, and timing services and stimulate knowledge and
data transfer throughout Europe.
G. Blewitt et al.
Detecting topological dark matter with GNSS
Despite solid observational evidence for the existence of dark matter (~25% of the global energy budget
in the Universe), its nature remains a mystery and a direct challenge to modern physics. In this work we
use the existing GPS constellation as a 50,000 km-aperture dark matter sensor array. We focus on dark
matter in a form of stable configurations of light fields (topological defects or TDs). Such defects may lead
to occasional transient changes of particle masses and coupling constants thereby affecting atomic clock
frequencies and thus clock phases across GNSS[1]. Based on cosmological models, the most probable
speed of TDs in the galactic reference frame is ~300 km/sec. A TD sweep across the constellation would
generate step-like functions in clock phase across an aperture of ~200 s for the GPS constellation, and
~40 s for ground stations. Since GPS carrier phase data is routinely acquired with few-mm precision at
intervals of 1 s, we show that detecting >1 ns signals in the atomic clock phase over a 200 s aperture
is easily achievable. The phase deviations would propagate across the GPS system with a preferred
directionality in the celestial frame. Observing such a signature would provide decisive evidence of the
existence of TDs with a high confidence level, as there is no known mechanism for background events
that would mimic such a signature. Here we present preliminary results of a first-stage analysis seeking
TD candidate events using IGS clock products. By looking at the relative clock estimates between pairs
of satellites, we can eliminate the problem of steps caused by changing reference clocks. The signature
of a TD sweep across the GPS constellation would therefore look like a box car in each satellite pair, with
varying width in time, depending on the orientation of the vector between each pair relative to the motion
of the TD. Whereas the satellites (with Rb and Cs clocks) are well separated compared to ground stations,
and so more suited to detecting these box-car signals, the H-maser clocks on the ground can add significant robustness to the signal detection due to their superior stability over the expected aperture of ~40
s short times. We therefore discuss a second-stage analysis where, using the GIPSY OASIS II software,
we estimate all station and satellite clocks, potentially at high rate to provide high resolution details of any
candidate events. Theory predicts that clock frequencies would be affected differently depending on the
physical principles of the clock, and so having different types of clock in the GNSS space and ground segments could help to elucidate the nature of TDs should they be detected. [1] Hunting for topological dark
matter with atomic clocks, A. Derevianko and M. Pospelov, http://arxiv.org/abs/1311.1244.
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M. Simons at al.
From the earthquake cycle to mantle structure and InSAR time series – current and future uses of dense GPS
networks.
Observations from dense GPS networks built around the globe by the geophysical community over
the last two decades have proved themselves to be essential in understanding fundamental processes across all phases of the earthquake cycle. Examples of geodetically constrained models of
interseismic, coseismic, and postseismic deformation are now numerous. Perhaps less expected
than these processes, are the several examples of aseismic transients now documented around the
globe – particularly in subduction zones. An even less forseen use of dense GPS networks is the use
of observations of ocean tidal load response to constrain separately variations elastic parameters and
density within the upper mantle – thereby providing a unique complement to conventional seismological methods. In this presentation, we describe examples of all of these applications and end with
a discussion of the future role of dense GPS networks as part of a global geodetic observing system.
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Plenary PY10: Applications and Theory of GNSS Processing: A review of GPS/GLONASS processing
strategies in the IGS and other content relevant to application-oriented working groups
K. Sosnica, R. Dach et al.
Impact of temporal gravity field parameters determined from GNSS satellites on the GNSS-derived Earth rotation parameters
The temporal variations in the Earth’s gravity field affect in particular GNSS orbits, and thus, also GNSS-derived estimates of the Earth rotation parameters (ERPs). GPS satellites are very sensitive to some of the
gravity field parameters due to the deep 2:1 resonance w.r.t. the satellite revolution period. We process
ten years of GPS and GLONASS data with the simultaneous estimation of gravity field parameters up to
degree/order 4/4 along with other standard GNSS-derived parameters. We compare our results with the
CSR RL05 series based on GRACE and SLR data to five spherical satellites. We show that the dynamical Earth’s oblateness (C20) can be well recovered from GPS and GLONASS satellites, in particular after
2008, when the GLONASS constellation was approaching a full operability and the GLONASS-observing
network was reaching a global coverage. We show that the simultaneous estimation of gravity field along
with ERPs is beneficial for the GNSS-derived pole coordinates and the rates of the polar motion. The comparison between GNSS-derived ERPs and the IERS-08-C04 series shows that the spurious peaks of 7th,
5th, 4th, 3rd, and 2nd harmonics of the GPS/GLONASS draconitic years in ERP series can remarkably be
reduced when estimating gravity field parameters along with ERPs. Moreover, the estimation of gravity field reduces the mean offsets between the IERS-08-C04 and GNSS-derived ERP series. The results
demonstrate that the temporal variations of the Earth’s gravity field have an important impact on the IGS
core products.
R. Tjoelker
GNSS Clocks: Challenges and Developments
There are many different types of atomic clock technologies, but few meet the demanding performance,
reliability, size, mass, and power constraints required for spaceflight application on GNSS. I will briefly review the highly matured atomic clock technologies in flight today, limitations to further performance, and
possible new directions. I will also provide a status of NASA’s Deep Space Atomic Clock Mission (DSAC),
which plans to demonstrate a new ion clock capability in low earth orbit in 2016.
J. Geng et al.
Ambiguity resolution in precise point positioning: benefits and challenges from multi- constellation and
multi-frequency GNSS signals
Precise point positioning (PPP) uses only a single GNSS receiver without any local reference stations, but
is still able to achieve better than decimeter-level accuracy when precise satellite orbits and clocks are
available. However, real-time PPP requires a long convergence time of about several tens of minutes and,
as originally implemented, ambiguity resolution is not possible. Since 2008, a few authors have shown
that the integer property of undifferenced ambiguity estimates can be recovered if the fractional-cycle biases (FCBs) originating in receivers and satellites can be separated from integer ambiguities within continental to global networks of reference stations. After FCBs are estimated, wide-lane ambiguity resolution
is performed using Melbourne-Wübbena combination measurements, followed by narrow-lane ambiguity
resolution. It has been reported that ambiguity resolution at a single station can improve the positioning
accuracy significantly from decimeter to centimeter level in real-time PPP. We demonstrate the current
status of operational real-time PPP with ambiguity resolution (PPP-AR) for GPS stations in the Western
U.S., part of the 600-station Real-Time Earthquake Analysis for Disaster Mitigation Network (READI) using
a continental-scale reference network, and indicate areas for improvement. It is expected that multi-frequency signals will improve the precision and robustness of PPP ambiguity resolution. From the past few
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years to the next decade, GPS is being modernized with additional signals and Galileo may be fully operational after 2017 to broadcast multi-frequency signals; GLONASS has been restored to a global constellation, and the BeiDou system is providing triple-frequency signals from over ten satellites for the Asia-Pacific regions. GLONASS satellites generate observations at different frequencies for each satellite within
a frequency band, which causes different receiver hardware biases in pseudorange measurements and
thus inhibits the wide-lane ambiguity resolution with the Melbourne-Wübbena combination. For GNSS
broadcasting multi-frequency signals, virtual observables can be formed by linear combinations with long
wavelengths, minimal ionospheric delays and integer ambiguities. An outstanding question is which combinations are the most optimal, and how to define future satellite clock products to facilitate PPP-AR using
such combinations. In contrast, PPP based on raw observables can avoid such pursuit of optimal combinations, but ambiguity resolution based on “raw” ambiguities still seems difficult if ionospheric delays
cannot be constrained tightly. In this talk, we will use real GPS, GLONASS and BeiDou observations to
demonstrate the benefits of multi-constellation and multi-frequency signals to PPP-AR, and indicate the
challenges for future PPP data processing.
M. Pearlman et al.
Space Geodesy Core Sites and the Role of GNSS
Several initiatives are underway that should make substantial improvement over the next decade to the
international space geodesy network as the international community works toward the GGOS 2020 goal
of 32 globally distributed Core Sites with co-located VLBI, SLR, GNSS and DORIS. The Russian Space
Agency and the Russian Academy of Sciences are moving forward with an implementation of six additional SLR systems and a number of GNSS receivers to sites outside Russia to expand GNSS tracking and
support GGOS. The NASA Space Geodesy program has completed its prototype development phase and
is now embarking on an implementation phase that is planning for deployment of 6 – 10 core sites in key
geographic locations to support the global network. Additional sites are in the process of implementation
in Europe and Asia. Site evaluation studies are in progress, looking at some new potential sites and there
are ongoing discussions for partnership arrangements with interested agencies for new sites in South
America and Africa. Work continues on the site layout design to avoid RF interference issues among
co-located instruments and with external communications and media system. The placement of new and
upgraded sites is guided by appropriate Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSEs) conducted
under the support of the interested international agencies. The results will help optimize the global distribution of core geodetic observatories and they will lead to the improvement of the data products from the
future network. Since some sites in geographically important areas will not provide optimum conditions
and the deployment for the full new technology network will take many years to be realized, network
compromises will have to be made. Some sites will be constituted from systems that are geographically
further apart than desirable. Many co-located sites with less than the full core complement of techniques
will continue to play essential roles in filling out the global network. In addition to its role in the formulation of the reference frame and disseminating it to users around the world for positioning, navigation and
timing services, GNSS will provide the essential geodetic connection among the other techniques both
locally and globally. This talk will give an update on the current state of expansion of the global network
and the projection for the network configuration that we forecast over the next 10 years.
D. Argus
Technical Advances in GNSS Vertical Positioning: Results on Water Change in California and Postglacial Rebound in Antarctica
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GNSS positioning has improved markedly over the past several years. Technical advances include the incorporation of satellite phase center variations [Schmid et al. 2010 IGS workshop] and new solar radiation
pressure models [Sibthorpe et al. 2010 AGU]. JPL’s reprocessed solution determined 3 years ago [Desai et
al. 2011 AGU] is significantly more accurate than JPL’s prior solutions. This improved accuracy is evident in
the time series of the Helmert transformations from GPS to ITRF2008 [Altamimi et al. 2011 JGR] for scale
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and for the X, Y, and Z components of CM. First, the scale series no longer has significant offsets and
now is more nearly a straight line [Argus 2012 JGR]. Second, the large draconitic oscillation in the Z component of CM present in the prior solution is insignificant in the new solution. GNSS’s improved vertical
accuracy has resulted in the following two applications. In California, seasonal variations in water storage
have been estimated from GNSS vertical displacements [Argus, Fu & Landerer 2014 JGR]. GNSS resolves
the spatial distribution of changes in water across California’s physiographic provinces to a resolution of
75 km, compared to 300 km from GRACE. Seasonal water change in the Fall and Winter is found to be
0.5 m in the Sierra Nevada and Klamath Mountains and to decrease sharply east into the Great Basin and
west toward the Pacific coast. GNSS distinguishes between hydrology models, showing water storage to
be 50% larger than in NLDAS-Noah but comparable to a composite model consisting of snow, soil moisture, and reservoir water. In Antarctica, 42 GNSS rates of vertical motion constrain solid Earth’s viscous
response to unloading [Argus, Peltier et al. 2014 GJI]. Ice loss in the new model of postglacial rebound,
ICE-6G_C (VM5a), occured between 15 ka and 4 ka in West Antarctica at or near the present location of
Ronne and Ross Ice Shelves. The contribution of Antarctica ice loss to global sea level rise in the new
model was 13.6 m, significantly greater than in 2 other recent postglacial rebound models.
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PS01 - Analysis Centers
This poster session invites all global analysis centers of the IGS to give a status report on their activities of
the last two years. Of particular interest are the latest achievements and/or developments and the effect they
have (or will have) on the IGS products. Of most interest for the IGS community would be to explain which
processing and or modelling changes were made and to what extend they have improved your products.
Of course this poster session is “the place” to present your (A)AC, the products you are generating, and
other contributions you are making to the IGS as a whole. This invitation focuses on the analysis centers, the
associated analysis centers and analogue components of the IGS.
Activities at the CODE Analysis Center
R. Dach
Status and Plans at the JPL IGS Analysis Center
S. Desai
Current Status and Future Plans at the Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) Analysis Centre
B. Donahue
IGS Analysis Centre at GFZ: Activities and Developments
M. Fritsche
Convenient modeling of second order ionospheric effects on GPS data using GIMs for operational
network solutions.
M. Garcia-Fernandez
The ESA and ESOC Analysis Center Progress and Improvements
C. Garcia-Serrano
USNO Analysis Center Progress 2012-2014
C. Hackman
Updating the CODE ultra-rapid procedure
S. Lutz
SUGAC: Sofia University GNSS Analysis Center
T. Simeonov
CODE Contribution to the 2nd IGS Reprocessing
P. Steigenberger
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PS02 - Antenna Calibration
In recent years, the absolute IGS antenna phase center model igs08.atx was complemented with GLONASSspecific receiver antenna calibrations as well as with an extension for the GPS satellite antenna phase center
variations (PCVs) up to a maximum nadir angle of 17 degrees derived from low Earth orbiter (LEO) data. Open
issues concerning the satellite antennas are, amongst others, phase center corrections for the new GNSS
(Galileo, BeiDou, QZSS, etc.), azimuth-dependent PCVs, group delay variations and the combined processing
of terrestrial and LEO data. As the latter strategy would allow the estimation of phase center corrections for
the satellite antennas without fixing the terrestrial scale derived from other space geodetic techniques, the
IGS would be able to provide an independent scale.
As regards the receiver antennas, more and more calibration facilities are installed. Therefore, a careful
comparison of the independent results is important to avoid systematic errors. In the case of significant PCV
differences, the comparison of coordinate results with “ground truth” measurements could help to decide
which PCVs provide the better results in the position domain. In accordance with the satellite antennas, also
group delay variations of the receiver antennas as well as phase center corrections for new GNSS and new
signals are of particular interest. The latter can only be derived from anechoic chamber measurements. Further
challenges with respect to the receiver antennas are the mitigation of near- and far-field multipath, the impact
of uncalibrated radomes within the IGS network or the possible benefit of individual antenna calibrations.
Relative vs Absolute Antenna Calibrations: How, when, and why do they differ? A comparison of antenna
calibration catalogs
A. Bilich
Estimation of Satellite Antenna Phase Center Corrections for BeiDou
F. Dilssner
Antenna Code Phase Variations (GDVs) and the Impact on Ambiguity Resolution
T. Kersten
Calibrating GNSS Satellite Antenna Group-Delay Variations using space and ground receivers
I. Rodriguez Perez
Comparing antenna phase center corrections: challenges, concepts and perspectives
S. Schön
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PS03 - Bias and Calibration
In the face of a steadily growing multi-signal, multi-constellation global navigation satellite system (GNSS),
careful treatment of involved biases becomes a more and more challenging task. For data processing
techniques developed to cope with all available GNSS signal and satellites, adequate modeling, determination,
or calibration of all disruptive biases is indispensable to exploit the full potential of multi-GNSS.
Poster submissions focusing on any bias-related issue are encouraged, specifically contributions on: various
linear combinations of GNSS differential code biases (DCB), differential code-phase receiver biases (DCPB)
relevant to GLONASS receiver interoperability, (handling of) biases relevant to quasi-undifferenced ambiguity
resolution, intersystem bias issues, line bias variations, (absolute) bias calibrations, etc. Finally, we believe that
for highest-precision GNSS applications, station coordinate realizations (thus ITRF) specific to each considered
system might become tangible (strongly connected to antenna WG core task).
Inter-signal and frequency biases and their meaning for multi-constellation multi-frequency processing
M. Becker
Multi-GNSS Precise Point Positioning : Biases and Models
J. Chen
Analyses of GNSS inter-signal delays with geometry-free combinations of GPS and QZSS triple frequency
signals
Y. Feng
P1-C1 DCB determination using a high gain antenna coupled to the LCI method. Receiver type impact
L. Lestarquit
Wide-Lane ambiguity fixing anomalies observed in Repro2 solutions
F. Mercier
PS04 - Data Centers
The archives of the IGS data centers are an essential component of the service. The data centers not only
support the operational infrastructure of the service but also the many working groups and pilot projects
established within the IGS. The IGS Data Center Working Group (DCWG) addresses the problems facing the
IGS data centers as well as develops new ideas to aid users both internal and external to the IGS. The DCWG
poster session will focus on recent data center developments, data center support of the IGS Real-Time
Service (RTS) and the M-GEX campaign, Infrastructure Committee-related topics, utilities developed for data
discovery, and other general data center topics.
GPS and GNSS Data and Metadata Services at the UNAVCO Data Center
F. Boler
Recent Developments at the CDDIS
C. Noll
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PS05 - Estimation and Application of GNSS-based Troposphere Delay
In order to obtain centimeter position accuracy from GNSS measurements, it is necessary to estimate the
excess path delay encountered by GNSS signals as they pass through the neutral atmosphere (troposphere).
One can treat the so-called troposphere delay as a nuisance parameter (estimate and discard), or use the
GNSS measurements as a means to obtain troposphere delay estimates, which in turn can be used to
estimate meteorological parameters such as precipitable water (PW). In short, GNSS measurements can be
applied to meteorology or climate-change studies. The former requires a high spatial density of stations and
real-time or near-real-time troposphere estimate production. The latter requires long-term homogeneity of
models, so that trends can be safely attributed to climate change as opposed to processing artifacts.
In this session, we welcome submissions related to GNSS-based troposphere delay: computation/distribution
of estimates, research into mapping functions and models, applications of troposphere estimates to
meteorology/climate change/atmospheric studies, comparison of GNSS-based estimates with those obtained
from other methods (e.g., radiometry, VLBI, numerical weather models), impact of troposphere delay
estimates on timing or positioning, and other topics.
A Comparative Analysis of Tropospheric Delay Estimates from Network and Precise Point Positioning
Processing Strategies
F. Ahmed
GPT2w: A new global blind model for slant troposphere delays
J. Boehm
Real-time GNSS and meteorological activities at Wroclaw University of Environmental and Life Sciences
J. Bosy
IGS Final Troposphere Product Update
S. Byram
The information content of GPS Slant Total Delays
D. Deng
Achieving sub-centimetre RTK positioning accuracy by kinematic estimation of relative zenith tropospheredelays
Y. Feng
Exploitation of ground-based GNSS for Meteorology and Climate studies in Bulgaria and Southeast
Europe
G. Guergana
Reprocessed GNSS tropospheric products for regional climate model validation in Southeast Europe
G. Guerova
Advanced GNSS tropospheric products for monitoring severe weather and climate (GNSS4SWEC)
J. Jones
E-GVAP
J. Jones
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Comparison of IGS final troposphere estimates with ray-traced delays
G. Möller
Densified GPS Estimates of Integrated Precipitable Water Vapor Improve Weather Forecasting during the
North American Monsoon
A. Moore
Estimation of GNSS PWV in KOREA Peninsula for a Very Short-Term Weather Forecast
H. Park
Determination and Modeling of Tropospheric Delay Error and Precipitable Water Vapor Content in Ecuador
C. Pilapanta
Using the IGS Real-Time Service and G-Nut and Tefnut for Nowcasting Severe Weather
E. Pottiaux
Developments and assessments of new tropospheric real time products at GOP
P. Vaclavovic
The information content of GPS slant total delays
F. Zus
PS06 - GNSS Clocks and Clock Products
Precision timing is a critical element of navigation and geolocation services. Precise clock products,
especially those pertaining to the clocks on-board the various GNSS satellites, are essential supplements to
satellite ephemeris information in supporting precise point positioning applications. These products are also
increasingly important in the timing community in supporting applications like time and frequency transfer
or the remote comparison of precision clocks. Within the IGS, the Clock Products Working Group (CPWG)
maintains and explores a collection of services and clock products supporting positioning, navigation, timing,
time scale formation, and time and frequency dissemination. Accordingly, the GNSS Clocks session hosted by
the CPWG is open to submissions related to a wide range of clock-related and timing oriented topics including
but not limited to:
• Improvements or developments related to GNSS clocks or clock products
• GNSS methods developments or improvements related to time and/or frequency transfer or remote clock
synchronization
• Ground or GNSS space clock technology research or developments
• GNSS or ground clock data analysis
• Methods and/or algorithms for timescale computation especially as pertains for use in GNSS systems
A performance analysis of the IGS predictions of the GPS satellite clocks
S. Bhattarai
Implementation of PPP-based Time Transfer: GAPSTT
G. Carlos Alexandre
Benefits from receiver clock modeling: from PPP-based GPS seismology to Navigation in harsh
environment
S. Schön
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PS07 - Ionosphere Observations and Modeling
Total Electron Content (TEC) is important because of the dispersive effect it has on any trans-ionospheric radio
signals which leads to a frequency dependent delay and refraction of the signals. Space geodetic techniques
such as GNSS (ground- and satellite-based), DORIS, VLBI, satellite altimetry or the GPS radio occultation
missions (e.g Formosat-3/COSMIC, TerraSAR-X) can provide valuable information on the electron density. The
potential for ionospheric sensing using these techniques has improved considerably over the last few years
This session was a forum for discussing:
• Algorithms and models for processing, calibrating and improving the precision of TEC measurements,
• Applications of TEC measurements for augmentation and improvement of the accuracy of GNSS based
navigation, surveying and aircraft landing systems and for prediction of TEC,
• Possible improvements of the IGS ionospheric products,
• Methods to correct for higher-order ionospheric delays in GNSS,
• Occultation measurements,
• Inter-frequency bias calibrations, etc.
• The session also includes a summary of the activities of the IGS Ionosphere Working Group.
Evaluating the Impact of GLONASS-Derived TEC Measurements on JPL GIM and JPL and USC GAIM
M. Butala
Observation of the ionospheric irregularities over the Northern Hemisphere: Methodology and Service
I. Cherniak
UPC contributions to GNSS monitoring of ionosphere in the frame of the IGS Iono-WG
A. García-Rigo
GPS ionospheric mapping at Natural Resources Canada
R. Ghoddousi-Fard
Ionospheric Modeling based on Integer-Leveled Phase-Ambiguities
N. Joldzic
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PS08 - Infrastructure and Formats
The IGS Infrastructure is the backbone of all the IGS services, encompassing stations, data formats, data
storage, antenna calibrations, etc. In this session we will cover the current state of the IGS infrastructure
elements to provide an overview of the state of the IGS station network, the data formats (RINEX and realtime), data centers, and antenna calibration issues. We welcome contributions to this session covering these
topics and highlighting significant events and developments.
Speaking slots are limited due to time constraints but all contributions will be considered for oral/poster
presentation, please indicate your preference. They will be considered by the invitations for the related plenary
sessions.
Effects of the April 1st, 2014 GLONASS Outage on GNSS Receivers
H. Berglund
GFZ Sensor Meta Information System - Next generation IGS metadata handling
M. Bradke
Challenger and Upgrades of the EPN Central Bureau Informaton System
C. Bruyninx
Natural Resources Canada (NRCan), Modernized GNSS Data Connection and Distribution Infrastructure
B. Donahue
New Developments in the SWEPOS Network
G. Hedling
Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) Activities at Geoscience Australia
G. Hu
BigAnt Engineering and Experimental Results (Large Format Antenna for High Quality Geodetic Ground
Stations)
G. Mader
IGS Central Bureau Site Log Manager Tool
D. Maggert
Providing the GPS Navigation Bits (NBS) for LEO GNSS occultation processing in support of atmospheric
measurements and research
I. Romero
Availability and Completeness of IGS Tracking Data
S. Schaer
ESOC Station Network Status and Progress
M. van Kints
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PS09 - Impact of IGS Products on Science, Geodetic Infrastructure and Other Applications
As the breadth of IGS products have grown and accuracy has improved over the past two decades, so
has their impact on science and geodetic infrastructure. This session solicits general contributions, not
covered elsewhere in the workshop program, that highlight applications of IGS products for geodesy and
geophysics research. Examples are millimeter-level global geodesy; geodynamics; glacial isostatic adjustment;
regional networks for deformation, weather, and surveying; precise timing; Earth orientation; hydrologic and
atmospheric loading; sea level change; low Earth orbiting satellites; and other topics of general interest.
The session will not only address how these applications are benefiting from the IGS, but also how a
better understanding and modeling of geophysical processes can lead to future improvement in geodetic
infrastructure and accuracy.
On the robustness of the estimation of secular motions
R. Fernandes
Contribution of GPS technique to Earth Orientation Monitoring
D. GAMBIS
UPC-IonSAT activities on precise GNSS positioning
M. Hernandez-Pajares
GPS-Based Real-Time Relative Orbit Determination for LEO Satellites
Z. Kang
Global Reference Frame Densification Based on the Integration of Regional and National Active GNSS
Network Products
A. Kenyeres
The Baleares 2013 Calibration Campaign of Jason-2 and Saral Altimeters
J. Martinez-Benjamin
Processing LEO Data and Gravity Field Determination at AIUB: A Status Report
U. Meyer
Improved modelling for the SIRGAS reference frame computation
L. Sanchez
PS10 - New Research and Ongoing Questions in Satellite Orbit Modeling
This poster session invites all contributions related to the activities of the Working Group on Space Vehicle
Orbit Dynamics, including studies on orbit prediction and orbit determination, force modelling, attitude
modeling (particularly focusing on the recent studies of various satellites in eclipse season) and the impact of
refined orbit/attitude models on estimated station positions, time series and the terrestrial reference frame.
GSPM13: An Updated Empirical Model for Solar Radiation Pressure Forces Acting on GPS Satellites
A. Sibois
GNSS orbit validation using SLR and the combined GNSS+SLR solutions at CODE
K. Sosnica
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PS11 - Progress and Development of MGEX
The International GNSS Service (IGS) has, over many years, set the gold standard for high-precision GPS
and GLONASS measurement modeling and analysis. To pave the way for a future provision of high-quality
data and products for all constellations, the IGS has initiated the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX). It serves
as a framework for increasing the overall awareness of multi-GNSS within the scientific and engineering
communities, as well as to familiarize IGS participants and users with the new navigation systems. Data from
a global multi-GNSS network covering BeiDou, Galileo, QZSS and SBAS have now been collected for almost
two years and provide the basis for early data products.
This session invites poster contributions demonstrating new results and experience in the collection and
processing of multi-GNSS observations. Fields of interest include, for example, the characterization of multiGNSS equipment and observations, the development and validation of new multi-GNSS processing strategies,
the proper modeling of new GNSS satellites, as well as new multi-GNSS products (orbits, clocks, biases,
ionosphere, etc.). Contributions building on data and products from the IGS MGEX project are specifically
encouraged
Multi-GNSS Based Processing at the USNO
S. Byram
Multi-GNSS Activities at the BACC iGMAS Analysis Center
H. Cui
Precise orbit determination of Beidou Satellites at GFZ
Z. Deng
Assessing the Preliminary Performance Impact of Including Galileo Observables into a Precise Point
Positioning Processing Scheme
R. Langley
The CODE solution for the IGS MGEX
L. Prange
Combined Processing of GPS & BeiDou Measurements: Some First “Observations”
C. Rizos
GNSS Analysis in a Multi-GNSS, Multi-Signal Environment
E. Schoenemann
Empirical Correction Model for Galileo Clock Estimates
P. Steigenberger
Galileo Orbit and Clock Products of the GFZ MGEX-AC
M. Uhlemann
M-GEX data monitoring with G-Nut and Anubis software
P. Vaclavovic
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Poster Sessions
PS12 - Real Time Service
The IGS launched its Real-Time Service (RTS) in April 2013 after more than a decade of effort and the
completion of a successful Real-Time Pilot Project involving more than thirty IGS agencies. The RTS is now
delivering low latency GNSS data and satellite orbit and clock corrections to a broad spectrum of users for a
wide array of applications. Since launch, more than three hundred users have registered for access to RTS
products. User applications are varied and come from many distinct communities ranging from academic
research and instruction, to surveying, mapping and GIS, to time synchronization.
This session invites posters from a broad range of RTS topics. We are seeking contributions from our user
communities and from agencies that play a role in the day-to-day delivery of the service. In all cases we hope
to learn from your experiences and your vision for the future of the RTS.
Real Time Multi-GNSS Processing at ESOC
L. Agrotis
IGS Real Time Service Products
L. Agrotis
Tropospheric correction model in support of Precise Point Positioning
J. Douša
Tropospheric delay constraining in real-time GNSS Precise Point Positioning
T. Hadas
Satellite Precise Orbit Determination Using Real Time Service products
D. Laurichesse
Real time precise GPS constellation and clocks estimation by means of a Kalman filter
D. Laurichesse
CDDIS Real-Time Developments
P. Michael
IGS Real Time Service: BKG‘s Experiences in the Day-to-Day Delivery
A. Stürze
GMV’s contribution to Real Time IGS Service
G. Tobias
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Poster Sessions
PS13 - Reference Frame Issues and Reprocessing Results
GNSS play a fundamental role in the elaboration and dissemination of the International Terrestrial Reference
Frame (ITRF), in the monitoring of the Earth’s rotation and in the study of geophysical ground deformations.
However, GNSS station positions and Earth Orientation Parameters (EOPs), derived, e.g., by the IGS Analysis
Centers, have been demonstrated to be affected by systematic errors of different types and various origins.
This session therefore invites poster contributions related to the characterization, understanding and mitigation
of systematic errors in GNSS-derived station positions, EOPs and geocenter motion estimates.
Contributions addressing the following topics are in particular welcome:
• Terrestrial frames and EOPs from the 2nd IGS reprocessing campaign: result analysis, improvements over
the 1st IGS reprocessing and expected benefits for ITRF2013;
• From weekly to daily IGS terrestrial frames: what can we learn from the henceforth daily resolution of IGS
station positions?
• This session is additionally intended to discuss the definition of the IGS Reference Frames (RF) and
their realization by the various IGS products. The IGS RF have so far been based on the successive ITRF
realizations and updated every few years. Due to position discontinuities at RF stations and growing
velocity propagation errors, they have thus been subject to progressive degradation, with impacts on the
referencing of the IGS products.
Contributions on the following topics are therefore encouraged:
• Quantification, analysis and mitigation of RF instability effects in the IGS products;
• New strategies for the definition of “evaluative” IGS Reference Frames.
IGS Reprocessing activity at GFZ
Z. Deng
Terrestrial Reference Frame from GPS: New Perspectives from Low-Earth Orbit
B. Haines
Measuring geocenter location with GPS tracking: a simulation analysis on observability
D. Kuang
IAG WG Integration of Dense Velocity Fields in the ITRF Results and Lessons learned
J. Legrand
GR2 Reprocessing from CNES and CLS IGS Analysis Center: specificities and results
S. Loyer
Spectral analysis of GPS-based station positioning time series from PPP solutions
C. Selle
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Poster Sessions
PS14 - TIGA: Tide Gauge Working Group
Since the beginning of the GPS era numerous studies have revealed and addressed the uncertainty in
the GNSS height component. Especially when studying sea level changes, where the results from GNSS
processing are used to height-correct tide gauge time series and to define a stable and consistent global
datum, reliable vertical positions and velocities are essential.
Addressing the height component in routine computation and establishing and maintaining new and existing
geodetic ties to tide gauge benchmarks are an important contribution for example for climate change studies,
for establishing a unified height datum, or for coastal subsidence monitoring. This session solicits contributions
that address the objectives of the IGS Tide Gauge Benchmark Monitoring (TIGA) Working Group. Of interest
are contributions that describe the status and development of geocentric coordinates and time series of
the TIGA station network on a regular basis, the status and plans for future TIGA network extensions, and
applications which make use of results from the TIGA processing.
Tide Gauge data reprocessing at GFZ
Z. Deng
SONEL: Status of the TIGA GNSS@TG Data Center
P. Elizabeth
Recent Activities at the King Edward Point Geodetic Observatory, South Georgia, in Support of TIGA
Objectives
N. Teferle
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Summary Recommendations
Working Group meetings and other
special splinter sessions are a vital
component of all IGS workshops.
At each meeting or session,
pressing issues are discussed and
potential solutions are developed.
Each meeting produces a summary
of its discussion, and a set of
recommendations for the next year
or more.
Fourteen formal splinter sessions
were held at the 2014 Workshop –
their summary recommendations
were discussed during the final
plenary session, and published in
the following reports.
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Reprocessing and Reference Frame
Summary Recommendations
Co-chairs: Paul Rebischung and Bruno Garayt
Rapporteur: Paul Rebischung
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
Several ACs presented the analysis strategies used for their second
reanalysis campaigns (repro2) and assessed the quality of their repro2
products. Some analysis specificities and their impacts on the AC repro2
products received particular focus, like the time-variable gravity field
used by GRGS (Loyer et al.) or the a priori solar radiation pressure model used by ESA (Springer et al.). Preliminary orbit combination results
showed an improved inter-AC consistency compared to repro1 (Deng et
al.).
Oral and poster presentations from JPL emphasized the potential of
using GPS data collected by LEOs to improve the origin of GPS-derived
terrestrial frames, as well as to determine the terrestrial scale in an absolute sense via calibrations of the GPS satellite phase center offsets.
Recommendations:
1. Finalize the repro2 effort and the IGS contribution to ITRF2013.
• Perform daily SINEX combinations using the two-step procedure
recommended at the IGS 2012 Workshop.
• Provide feedback to ACs.
• Build modernized cumulative IGS solution based on a revised
discontinuity list and an extended parameterization (seasonal
signals, post-seismic relaxation).
• Provide the AWG with reevaluated satellite phase center offsets.
• Evaluate the intrinsic scale rate of the repro2 solutions and its
potential contribution to the ITRF2013 scale rate.
2. Involve station operators in the selection of the future IGS13 Reference Frame stations, and especially of the IGS13 core stations,
in view of securing the long-term stability of the IGS13 Reference
Frame.
3. Start considering truly multi-GNSS IGS final products and the related issues (orbital arc lengths, impact of non-GPS constellations on
station positions and EOPs).
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Data Center Working Group
Summary Recommendations
Chair and Rapporteur: Carey Noll
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
The main issues discussed at the Data Center Working Group splinter meeting revolved around supporting RINEX V3 and integrating the
MGEX archive into the operational IGS archive. Two main topics were
addressed: merging RINEX V3 data into the archives and accepting data
using the new RINEX V3 filename format.
The current parallel structure found at the DCs supporting MGEX limits
the motivation of the ACs to switch to the RINEX V3 format. Integration
of the two data archives will promote use of multi-GNSS data and the
new format. The MGEX working group has suggested development of a
transition plan for adding the MGEX data, and hence RINEX V3 data, to
the operational archives. Participants agreed that members of the IGS
infrastructure (DCs, the IC, ACs, etc.) should develop this transition plan.
It was proposed to include three six-month phases: a preparation phase,
followed by an implementation phase and a finalization phase, with full
integration of RINEX V3 into the archives by the end of 2015. RINEX V2
for MGEX stations and stations capable of generating RINEX V3 would
end at this time.
Those ACs attending the DCWG meeting agreed to utilize the filenaming
convention specified in the RINEX V3 documentation. The DCs, however,
will need software tools to create these new filenames from RINEX V2
filenames until stations and receiver manufacturers can create the new
filenames directly. Tools also need to be made available to the DCs for
data QC and metadata extraction as well as tools for the ACs and users
to convert RINEX V3 to RINEX V2.
The RINEX V3 format should also address navigation files. The current
format documentation specifies one file per station for observation data;
therefore, the format should specify one file per station that includes
navigation messages from all GNSS constellations. A tool may need to
be developed for this capability rather than depend upon generation in
the receiver.
Recommendations:
1. Develop a transition plan that will integrate RINEX V3, including the
V3 filename convention, into the operational IGS archives by the end
of 2015. (IC, DCs, ACs, MGEX WG)
2. Provide software tools that DCs can use to continue to provide
needed QC and metadata extraction enabling creation of data status
information.
3. Provide software tools to support data conversion (e.g., RINEX V3 to
RINEX V2. RINEX V3 filename creation) that both DCs and ACs can
use.
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Infrastructure Committee
Summary Recommendations
Chair, Co-Chairs: Romero, Schmid, MacLeod
Rapporteur: Nacho Romero
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
RF stations – to remind everyone that if a station is to be upgraded/
changed configuration to check the IGS08 reference station list and ask
IC/RF WG in case so that the number of stations dropping from the RF
network is minimized.
NBS – to start the process of collecting NBS files from existing participating stations
Metadata for GNSS – station logs, NANU, satellites, the regional efforts
in metadata storage and maintenance, there are several efforts around
the world and they should all talk to the IGS SLM, an activity coordinating the existing databases with the IGS SLM will be promoted.
RINEX3 QC – Anubis, BQC, the QC of Rinex 3 is on its way, but the DC
should guide what is needed so that the repository can decide on the
storage. Extracting repository metadata should drive the QC need of Rx3
at this point.
RINEX 3 NAV – there is no letter in the 8.3 filenames to store the Beidou
ephemerides messages so they are not generated! Tell manufacturers
one of the free letters that they can use to write the information from
Beidou ephemerides.
RINEX 3 CNAV – soft extension to retain the purely navigation format or
an all-encompassing format, no clear direction yet.
Recommendations:
1. To start the process to have an IGS NBS data service using the existing shared resources, to support the in-space GNSS radio occultation
community.
2. To adopt and promote the IGS SLM for station metadata management and to encourage the NC/CB that all existing GNSS metadata
databases (GA, EPN, GFZ, etc) can talk to the IGS SLM to exchange
and maintain the metadata correctly.
3. To contribute to the development of the Rinex 3 transition plan with
the MGEX, NC, DC WG, etc for approval in the Dec 14, 2014 GB
meeting.
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Multi-GNSS Experiment
Summary Recommendations
Chair, Co-Chair: Montenbruck, Perosanz
Rapporteur: Montenbruck
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
MGEX has made substantial progress over the past two years. Network
has grown to approximately 110 stations offering global/regional coverage of BeiDou, Galileo, and QZSS in addition to GPS/GLONASS and
includes a large fraction of real-time stations. Orbit and clock products
from two or more ACs are available for Galileo, QZSS, and most lately
BeiDou. Accuracy is at the level of 10-20 cm for GAL and BDS(MEO/
IGSO) to 0.5-1.0 m for QZSS and BDS(GEO). Other MGEX products
include a cumulative daily Broadcast Ephemerides and a multi-GNSS,
multi-signal DCB product. Split of MGEX network and IGS network as
well as quality/consistency of MGEX RINEX files constitute a major concern.
Recommendations:
1. Adopt new SP3d format (for >85 satellites) within IGS
2. Adopt GPS-style s/c axes conventions for GAL/BDS/QZSS to achieve
consistent handling of yaw steering mode across all constellations
and satellites; orbit normal mode needs to be „translated“ consistently. ACs shall implement constellation-specific nominal attitude
modes (yaw steering and orbit normal mode)
3. Populate IGS ANTEX file with transmit antenna PCOs for new constellations and anechoic chamber calibrations of receive antenna for
new frequencies.
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Real-Time Service on the way to FOC
Summary Recommendations
Chair, Co-Chair: Caissy, Agrotis
Rapporteur: Caissy
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
•
•
•
•

Need to have additional RTAC’s contributing GLONASS clocks.
Need to improve the reliability of the broadcast ephemeris stream
used by RTAC’s.
RTWG Activity: MGEX Pilot within RTWG involving ACs. One key
objective is that all RTACs become able to use MSM streams in their
routine RTS processes.
RTWG Activity: Participation in SSR interoperability testing – for example ambiguity fixing and ionosphere.

Recommendations
1. The RTWG recommends that RTAC’s who are not contributing
GLONASS clocks to the real-time service be asked to confirm their
intentions for future contributions. This can be done immediately in
the form of a letter/email to these ACs.
2. Old: The RTWG recommends that the IGS encourage and coordinate
member organizations to establish protocols and develop a system
for an Indo-Pacific moderate density GNSS network, real-time data
sharing, analysis centers, and advisory bulletins to the responsible
government agencies in accord with the IAG’s Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) Theme #2 for natural hazards applications.
New: The IGS encourages and coordinates member organizations
to establish protocols and develop a system for establishment of
moderate density GNSS network (e.g. in Indo-Pacific), real-time data
sharing, analysis centers, and advisory bulletins to the responsible
government agencies in accord with the IAG’s Global Geodetic Observing System (GGOS) Theme #2 for natural hazards applications.
3. It is recommended that the RTWG implement a process to monitor
BRD EPH streams that are used by RTACs and that rt-station operators be contacted and encouraged to deliver, when possible, a minimum of two streams to separate independent real-time data centers/
casters.
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RINEX Working Group
Summary Recommendations
Chair: MacLeod
Rapporteur: MacLeod
Recommendations:
Develop RINEX 3 Transition Plan, to cover:
• Acceptance of the Rinex 3.02 format
• Adopt the new naming convention limiting the rec and ant number to
00 for starters
• To continue to support 2.11 parallel files from MGEX stations for a
period of time
• To confirm and support the tools to write Rx2.11 from Rx3 files to aid
in the AC and user transitions
• To confirm and support a naming translator between Rx3 names to
Rx2.11 and vice versa
• To define together with the DC WG the minimum QC of Rx3 files so
that the repository daily metadata can continue to be generated
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Bias and Calibration Working Group
Summary Recommendations
Chair: Schaer
Rapporteur: Schaer
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
•
•
•
•
•

Bias SINEX format (version 0.01)
Status concerning the cc2noncc utility
New MGEX DCB prototype product generated by DLR
IGS Bias Workshop 2015 planned to be held at ESA/ESOC in Darmstadt, Germany
GNSS receiver test data collection at NRCan for the purpose of bias
monitoring

Recommendations:
1. Define and adopt Bias SINEX Version 1.00 (including features, such as
OBS1-only, handling time-varying biases, maybe extensions concerning phase-related biases).
2. Start to provide GPS DCB information in Bias SINEX 1.00 (in addition
to Bernese DCB format).
3. cc2noncc, currently maintained by I. Romero (ESA/ESOC), will not to
be extended to RINEX-3. Users are encouraged to handle this information in their analysis S/W.
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Antenna Working Group
Summary Recommendations
Chair: Schmid
Rapporteur: Schmid
Recommendations:
1. z-offsets of all GPS and GLONASS satellites will be reestimated from
repro2 SINEX files in order to compensate for AC orbit modeling
changes (albedo, antenna thrust) affecting the orbit scale.
2. A) Conventional MGEX satellite antenna phase center offsets for the
new GNSS will be added to the IGS antenna phase center model
igs08.atx taking into account the IGS-conventional axis definition
related to the yaw-steering attitude mode.
B) igs08.atx robot calibrations for the legacy GPS/GLONASS frequencies are extended with chamber calibrations provided by the University of Bonn for the new GNSS in order to support MGEX activities.
Systematic differences between chamber and robot have to be
reasonably small for the affected antennas, but cannot be completely
avoided. Start to provide GPS DCB information in Bias SINEX 1.00 (in
addition to Bernese DCB format).
3. antenna.gra will be extended with a definition for the so-called “north
reference point”. Station operators are asked NOT to touch active
antennas immediately, in case the antenna orientation should not be
according to the new IGS definition.
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Space Vehicle Orbit Dynamics Working Group
Summary Recommendations
Chair: Ziebart
Rapporteur: Ziebart
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
Overview of splinter
• 30 people attended splinter meeting, including Henry Fliegel and
Gerhard Beutler
• Strong, lively discussion took place
• Several good ideas and news items emerged
• There is plenty of worthwhile work to pursue
• Question is….. What to do first?
Emerging technical ideas/questions
• Determining mass change of satellites from burn events
• Henry Fliegel suggested contacting John Berg through Christine
Hackman to obtain mass history data
• What is the ideal arc length? Should we use a range of arc lengths?
What would we gain?
• Accelerometers on GNSS satellites – should be a recommendation to
ICG?
• Fred Vrba from Flagstaff has done some interesting photometry experiments on GPS satellites
News
• Box/wing models demonstrate powerful gains (SLR residuals, draconitics)
• Satellite structural and surface property data available from UCL via
web portal
• UCL/JPL major test of new class of solar pressure models on GPS
satellites underway – ESOC (Tim Springer) will also participate
• UCL have link with Wuhan University to develop Beidou force models – PhD starting this year, with structural and attitude data made
available
Recommendations:
1. Marek and Tim to compile list of parameters needed to build SV surface force models for all MGEX satellites. Pass this list to Zuheir. He
will make representations at ICG to attempt to obtain the data.
2. Orbit Dynamics Working group must pool its resources to develop
models for the MGEX satellites. Marek will liaise with Oliver to keep
him informed. GLONASS/Beidou is where we will start – UCL already
have substantial GLONASS information.
3. It is time to start using better a priori SV models, but augmented
by appropriate empirical parameters. In the first step models must
be made available – UCL has committed to this and others may be
made available. In a second step, we should revisit what empirical
parameters are appropriate.
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Ionosphere Modeling
Summary Recommendations
Chair and Rapporteur: Krankowski
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
This Plenary Session has been a forum for discussing possible improvements of IGS ionospheric products, empirical models such as Nequick
model, monitoring fluctuation and scintillation effects, in-situ and occultation measurements.
The Splinter session has also included a summary of the activities of the
IGS Ionosphere Working Group, updates and future plans especially for
introducing potential new IGS ionospheric product: TEC fluctuation maps
over Northern Hemisphere and GNSS-based near-real time ionospheric monitoring. A new proposed format (SCINTEX) for slant ionospheric
information (such as S4, sigmaPhi, ROT and STEC) has been recently
proposed and it is under consideration in the IGS ionospheric community
due to its significance for potential applications.
Announcements:
1. Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) is resuming the activities on global VTEC modelling. After a performance evaluation period, NRCan can
become again an IAAC (Reza Ghoddousi-Fard, beginning 2015)
2. The Institute of Geodesy and Geophysics (IGG), Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Wuhan, China (Yunbin Yuan, beginning 2015) is computing
on routinely basis global VTEC maps, and it can become a new IAAC
after a performance evaluation period (Yunbin Yuan)
3. A new proposed format (SCINTEX) for slant ionospheric information
(such as S4, sigmaPhi, ROT and STEC) has been recently proposed
and it is under consideration in the IGS ionospheric community due
to its significance for potential applications.
Recommendations:
1. Higher temporal resolution of IGS combined GIMs - the IAACs (UPC,
JPL, ESA and CODE) agreed on providing their maps in IONEX format, with a resolution of 1 hour from October 1, 2014.
2. Starting a new potential official product – TEC fluctuation maps using
ROTI over Northern Hemisphere to monitor the dynamic of oval irregularities (carried out by UWM (Krankowski), JPL (Pi) and UPC (Hernandez-Pajares) in next future to be started as official/routine product
after performance evaluation period (end of 2014 or beginning 2015).
3. Close cooperation with National Central University from Taiwan
regarding usage occultation measurements from Formosat/Cosmic
mission for future validation IGS GIMs.
4. Cooperation with IRI COSPAR group for improving IRI TEC.
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Troposphere Working Group
Summary Recommendations
Chair: Hackman
Rapporteur: Hackman, Byram
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
•
•
•

•

General intro, status report re IGS Final Troposphere Estimates (C.
Hackman)
Presentation/status report re development of intertechnique
troposphere-estimate-comparison database/website (J. Dousa)
Presentation (R. Pacione) and discussion of proposal to standardize
tropo_sinex format. Though coordination of this activity would likely
take place within the COST GNSS4SWEC action, its authors wanted
to assess IGS support.
Discussion: what should next big WG effort be? (Once dbase/
website is complete.)

Recommendations:
1. General support was expressed for tropo sinex standardization, so
authors Pacione/Dousa plan to distribute a proposal for comment
after further work on the draft.
2. Though several challenging ideas were put forward, the will of the
people is to support providers of both real-time and post-processed
troposphere estimates by comparing said estimates to the IGS
Finals, and perhaps issuing regular comparison reports.
This would particularly assist the providers of NRT estimates in
understanding, e.g., how helpful their inputs are to forecasting
models.
Such comparisons will fortunately be made much easier with the
completion of the troposphere-comparison database.
It is therefore likely (recommended?) that establishing/re-establishing
such comparisons will be the next big effort of the IGS Troposphere
WG.
3. Concern was expressed re the quality of the meteo sensor data
recorded at IGS sites, e.g., are the instruments regularly calibrated?
Bad P or T values can wreck ZTD-to-PWV conversion. Long-term,
the group may need to work with the Infrastructure WG, perhaps
creating a recommendation that IGS stations maintain/calibrate
their meteo instruments, or even developing IGS site meteo-sensor
standards.
4. Other potential long-term projects: addressing conversion of ZTD to
IWV; INSAR support.
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Tide Gauge Working Group
Summary Recommendations
Chair and Rapporteur: Schöne
Recommendations:
1. Encourage station operators to establish leveling to tide gauges
2. The inclusion of TIGA stations into the repro2 IGS combination as to
be done with care as there are many stations with varying quality,
monument stability and missing domes numbers.
3. Promote TIGA activities and results to non-geodetic and hydrographic
communities

Celebrating 20 Years of Operational IGS Session
Summary Recommendations
Chair: Rothacher
Rapporteur: Rothacher
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
•
•

Review presentations demonstrate the enormous success of the IGS
in the last 20 years.
There are major challenges ahead of the IGS, the most important
being multi-GNSS.

Recommendation:
All IGS entities (ACs,DCs, WGs, ...) should actively consider the multiGNSS world and work towards its realization
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Applications Session
Summary Recommendations
Chair and Rapporteur: Teferle
Key Issues, Session / Discussion Highlights:
•
•

Important role of GNSS for collocation ties
More applications will emerge with more accurate clocks onboard
GNSS

Recommendations:
1. Taking into account temporal gravity variations in GNSS orbit
determination.
2. Some applications benefit from long-term orbit arcs
3. Encourage more SLR observations to GNSS satellites
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IGS 2016 Workshop
Please check www.igs.org for future announcements regarding
upcoming workshops and other events.
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